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Copyright & Trademark Notices
O Inmate Calling Solutions, LLC d/b/a ICSolutions 2014. All rights reserved.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of United States trademark applications and registrations owned by

ICSolutions and its affiliates:
ICSolutions@

The ENFORCER@

The Attendants

The Communicators"

Word Detective@
Access Corrections*

Message of the Day'"

Other trademarks that may be used in this Document are the property of their respective owners.

Proprietary

/

Confidential Information

The following information contained within the attached Document is Proprietary and Confidential and

should be redacted from any public inspection of this Document, including those occurring in response to
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests from third parties. Public disclosure of this information may
cause irreparable harm to ICSolutions and, therefore, protection from such disclosure is hereby requested:

.

Audited Financial Statements (Exhibit l)
ICSolutions and its parent company, Centric Group, are both privately held companies, and

therefore our financial records are confidential, proprietary documents and are not publjcly
available nor subject to public review of any kind. As our company is not traded on any public
exchange or market, its financial statements constitute a material personal asset of its individual
owners, who are entitled to privacy protection under applicable state and federal laws established
to protect the personal accounts of individuals. Furthermore, disclosure of this information would
serve no public interest since the public has no context within which to evaluate it.

o

lCSolutions' Client List (Exhibit A)
lCSolutions' complete Client List contains detailed information about all of our clients, which
complete data set constitutes trade secret information that is not available to the public.

The information described above has been enclosed in a separately sealed envelope and labeled
"Confidential" or "Proprietary" on each page - making this information easily identifiable and separable

from the remainder of this Document, to facilitate any public inspection of the redacted document.

Thls Document k printed on recycled poper.
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June 13, 201.4
Anderson County Purchasing Office
100 North Main Street, Suites 214 & 218
Clinton, TN 37716
RE: RFP No. 4490 fot lnmote Telephones & Services
Dear Evaluation Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this proposal in response to Anderson County's lnmate
Telephone Service needs. ICSolutions has considered the County's requirements, and the enclosed offer
will meet or exceed your specifications in all respects.

ln addition to core call processing, ICSolutions' offer for Anderson County includes the following features:

.
.
o
o
.
.
.
.

Our centralized ENFORCER@ inmate calling platform - housed in our San Antonio data center
and backed up at the Keefe data center in St. Louis
Local service dispatched from our regional office in Atlanta, GA
All new inmate telephones, TDD devices, and workstations
All additional equipment and software required
Optional integration with the County'sjail management system to automate inmate PINs
Optional integration with the County's commissary system to provide for automated debit time
purchase and over-the-phone commissary ordering
Word Detective@ keyword search, powered by Nexidia
The Attendants , a free Automated Information Une (WR system) which, with a JMS
integration, can answer public and inmate requests forjail and inmate information - freeing the

County from hundreds of hours of answering routine requests for information!

r
o
.
o
.
.
o
o
.

The Communicators', a free 100% paperless inmate communications portal
Free Pre-Call Inmate Voice Verification, with an option to upgrade to Investigator ProrM

continuous voice identification
Optional inmate voicemail
Optional cell phone detection and analysis
24 x 7 x 355 live, U.5,-6dsed technical service and called party customer service
Secure and redundant centralized call processing and data storage - with a 99.999% system
uptime guarantee and no risk of data/recording loss
Full-channel digital recording and live monitoring of all non-confidential inmate phone calls,
with online storage for the full contract term plus any renewal periods
Quick and easy navigation with familiar web-based applications
Internet-based remote access to administrative and investigative functions

Our offer includes all of the investigative and administrative tools you would expect in a state-of-theart Inmate Phone System. In addition, value-added services like video visitation or a new jail management
system can be provided upon request at lcsolutions' preferred partner pricing.
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Icsolutions certifies that this Proposal will remain valid for at least 120 following the deadline for receipt.
ICSolutions further certifies that the following is authorized to participate in contract negotiations on
behalf of ICsolutions and has signature authority to commit ICSolutions to a legally binding contract:

Mr. Brendan Philbin
ICSolutions Vice President of Business Development
Office: 855-228-4040

Email: bphilbin@icsolutions.com
Also, please feel free to contact your Regional Account Manager and Primary Contact Mr. Mike
Kennedy, with any questions regarding our proposal, or to set uP a live demonstration:

Mr. Mike Kennedy
lCSolutions Regional Account Manager
Office: 866-228-4040
Email: mkennedy@icsolutions.com
Thank you for taking the time to review our proposal. We are committed to earning the business and
complete satisfaction of Anderson County, its Staff, and its Inmate Phone System customers.
Sincerely,
V

,'fi.A"l%=_ Brendan Philbin
Vice President of Business Development

V
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JMS & Commissary Integrations
ICSolutions can integrate with your jail management and commissary systems to provide for automated
PlNs, card-free debit calling, over-the-phone commissary ordering, an automated public and inmate
Information Line (with inmate lookup), inmate voicemail, and more! ICSolutions has integrated with
dozens of third-party and in-house JMS, commissary, and banking systems to provide these kinds of
automated services, and we guarantee our ability to do so for Anderson County. Our ENFORCER@'s open
architecture allows us to ac€ept data from other systems in virtually any format - giving us infinite
flexibility in working with other vendors and County IT departments.

The Communicators' Paperless Inmate Communications Portal
With The Communicators", inmates can record and file grievances, report crimes, and request
medical/dental appointments using any standard inmate telephone. Responses or follow-up actions can
be logged in the ENFORCER@, creating an audit trail of grievance responses. Facility staff can respond
directly to an inmate's report by typing a response into the ENFORCER@, where the response is then
converted into speech and delivered to the inmate's secure voice mailbox.

The AttendantsM Automated Information Line
Automated operator prompts can provide public and inmate callers with information about the Facility
and even specific inmates, with our JMS-integrated inmate lookup feature. This service frees Facility staff
from hundreds of hours spent answering inmate and public requests for information.

Biometric Voice Technology
At no cost, ICSolutions will deploy Pre-Call
lnmate Voice Verification ("Voice Print"), which
verifies the inmate's voice prior to connecting
each call, working along with PINS to prevent
inmate identity fraud, PIN theft, and PIN
swapping. At the County's option, ICSolutions
can upgrade this service to Investigator Pro*
Continuous Voice Identification, which accurately
identifies every inmate voice on every call, and
provides a host of additional investigative tools.
This proven technology is built into The
ENFORCER@ calling platform and is successfully
in use today at more than 40 facilities, where
nearly three dozen distinct clients use
ICSolutions as the prime contractor for inmate
phone service and biometric voice technology.

Anderson County, TN

The Undisputed Leader in
Using Voice Biometrics
ICSolutions is the only vendor to have
successfully implemented Investigator Pro,"
with our Inmate Telephone System at more
than /t0 facilitiG where we serve nearly three
dozen distinct clients as the Prime ITS
Contractor. We have helped to enroll thousands
of inmate voices and trained countless jail
investigators, and our clients have been
satisfied with our voice biometrics solutions for
nearly a decade.
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Word IDetective① Keyword Search
At no cost to the County, ICSolutions will deploy Word Detective@ keyword search powered by Nexidia.
This powerful investigative tool will allow you to quickly scan thousands of call recordings to locate words
and phrases of interest. Because Word Detective@ searches the sounds that make up words, it is
extremely effective in the corrections environment. Word Detective@ performs with a high degree of
accuracy when background noise, accents, dialect, simultaneous speaking, or even spelling variations in
search terminology would render other types of transcription/word search technology ineffective.

-

-

Increased Revenue Potential for Anderson County
On average across the country, when we keep calling rates the same and provide our ENFORCER@ calling
system and prepaid calling options, our average increase in both call volumes and call revenues is
about 40%. Even where we implement lower calling rates, we often see call volumes increase by as much
as l-50%, and revenues increase by about 30%. ICSolutions anticipates a significant increase in inmate
calling and Anderson County's commission revenue due to our easy-to-use prepaid calling and funding
options.

IGSolutions Pays One Commission Rate for All Calls:
ICSolutions would like to highlight the fact that, for each facility, we pay the proposed commission
rate on all types of calls - including interstate calls whose rates are capped by the FCC, calls to cell
phones, prepaid and debit calls, collect calls, and any other types of calls that are connected through
the ICsolutions Inmate Telephone System. Other vendors are using the recent FCC ruling as a political
reason to avoid paying commissions on interstate calls, but ICSolutions has not adopted this practice.

V

We will pay the proposed commission rate on all completed calls of every kind, without

exception.

V
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For instance, at the New Hampshire DOC when lcsolutions took over from PCS/GTL call volumes more
than doubled within four months of installing The ENFORCER@ and our cardless Debit calling. By
continuing to provide support, outreach, lobby pamphlets, deposit kiosks, etc., ICSolutions eventually
tripled the number of completed calls per month from NH DOC facilities (see chart below) and
increased calling revenue by more than $500,000 a year.

160,000
140,000

t

Completed Call/month

r

Calling Revenue/month

60,000
40,000
20,000

Dec. 2008 (after

cutover to
lCSolutions)

lCSolutions incrcases inmate calling at the New Hampshire DOC

And More...
In addition to the features described above, our Proposal contains many other services designed to
increase revenue for the County; to provide more convenience and communication options for inmates
and called parties; or to increase Facility security and staff efficiency. These include crime tip / PREA
hotlines, officer check-in, funding alerts, data sharing options with external law enforcement agencies, and
much more. All of these standard and optional services are described in detail throughout the attached
Proposal.
Thank you for taking the time to review our Proposal for Anderson County. We have created an offer that
we believe meets your unique needs. Please don't hesitate to contact us with any questions, or to request
a demonstration of our proposed technology. The lcsolutions Team looks forward to the opportunity to
serve Anderson County's inmate telecommunications needs.

Anderson County, TN
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Client Testimonials
"Selecting lcsolutions os our inmote phone provider wos the best decision. Sometimes lwonder why we ever
used onother compony. lcsolutions is inmote-oriented offerlng reosonoble rotes ond colting options. The

-

responsiveness

of technical suppott,

sales

-

stoff, ond local repair personnel is exceptionol.

ln

odditton, the system is feoture-rtch, offering on excellent group of investtgotive feotures."

Tricia Rodgers, Court Administrator
St. Louis County, MO (1,024 inmates)

"lcsolutions is hands down lhe best service prcvider we have done business with during my 73
years hete ot the jail. Their softwore is eosy to use ond the evidence obtained from the recordings hos
ossisted with severol crimtnol and disciplinary investigotions. They not only provide monthly check ups on
their equipment, but they ore incredibly quick to respond to service requests. Their customer service is
olwoys pleosont ond hetpful around the clock. lf they don't hove the onswer immediotely, they wiL teL you
up front, ftnd the solution, ond contact you bock tn a timely monner. I highly recommend lCSotutions to ony
correctionol focility in the market for a phone provider."

Sgt. Howard Sawyers, Jail Training Sergeant
Walworth County, WI (215 inmates)

"l am

comptetely sotisfied with the inmote phone system provided by lCSolutions. When we hove an
occosionol broken phone one call gets a service mon here to take carc of the prcblem. I con highly
recom mend I CSolutions' se rvice".
Eddie Bounds, Jail Administratol
Sunflower Coungr, MS (65 inmates)

"iince replocing our old phone service with lCS, we hove not only hod much befter sewice but we
have ako hod all of our phones in operution. When ICS come to ourjoil we hod L3 phones from the old
compony not working and by the time we were cut over to ICS oll of the phones were operotionol. Also, I om
o person thot enjoys being treated like o customer, ond most vendors tend to treot counties os if there is no
need to treot us like privote customers. ICS hos treated us like o privote customer ond the response on
questions ond service hos been impeccable. Here ot Ramsey County, we think ICS is by for one of our
best vendors."

Bill Burkhart, Programs Directot
Ramsey County Sheriff's Office, MN (363 inmates)
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"lcsolutions has provided exceptional customer service and technical support to Ozoukee Counfr.
lCSolutions hos ollowed Ozoukee County to increose our phone revenues by 44% without having o negative
finoncioL impact on the inmote populotion. The tnvestigotive tools are eosy to use for our stoff to monitor
ond record inmote phone colls. The relotionship Ozoukee County hos hod with lcsolutions hos been very
professionol ond productive. lwould highty recommend lCSolutions to ony focility considering them for
phone services."
Lt, Jeffrey Sauer, Jail Administrator
Ozaukee County, WI (210 inmates)

"...Our focility utilbes the ICS phone system, doily, and with muttiple users. The leodership ond customer
service ot ICS b second to none. The expertise of their engin*rs and sen ice people con be summed
up in one word - excellent. Since we use the system ertensively we hove suggested things thot we believed
would help us in the low enforcement community to do our jobs more effectively - ond ICS hos implemented
these "extros" without question...The system provides excellent repofts, ond is eosy to novlgote- Chonges ore
mode with simple key strokes. ln oddition to bosic monitoring ond recording, the system has revolutionory
[nvestigotive opplicotions thot hove proven inva[uoble for our focility investigotions os well as those
conducted with other joint federal, stote, ond locol ogencies..."

Captain George Manolis
Onondaga County, NY (580 inmates)

"...at Morinette County it's not ou obout the money, (Atthough our revenue hos increased significontly), We

tend to believe that prcduct quality and customet service come first. With lCSolutions we hove
both. ln our business it's not too often thot you find o vendor thot really cores obout whot you wont/need
ond delivers, lCSolutions is that vendor. We ore so sure obout their quality of products, customer servi.ce, and
integrity thot we continue to endorse them to other Counties. We ore proud to soy thot we hove been
lnstrumentol in convincing (2) Wisconsin County's to sign with ICS ond I om sure thot mony more will follow.
We ore looking forword to o long profitable relotionship with lcsolutions."

Robert Majewski, Jail Administrator
Marinette County, wl (100 inmates)

"We recently moved into o new joil ond out of otl of our vendors you're the only vendor thot did whot you
soid you were going to do. Service k a big deol to us and yout people are very rcceptive, polite and
knowledgeable. The remote occess to the ICS system by outslde ogenctes saves us time and monpower. We
ore olso very pleosed with the 60% increose in revenue over our previous vendor."

Commander Jolene Vento
Kings County, CA (365 inmates)

Anderson €ounty, TN
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"lCSolutions hos been o great communicotions compony in so many woys. Since Huntington County signed
with them in 2004 the only Contact hos been to let them know when a phone is domoged by on inmate and
they handle everything else for us. We at Huntington County would highly recommend lCSolutions."

-

Kent Farthing, Sheriff
Tom Carney, Major
Audrey Carney, Matron
Huntington County Sheriff's Dept.,IN (100 inmates)

-

on their promise to significantly increose our revenue without
impocting the fomily ond friends of our inmotes. The customer senrice and technicol support Adoms
"lCSolutions hos more than delivered

County receives is exceptional Family comploints ore rore. When they do occur each one is hondled
quickly ond professionolly. I highly recommend lCSolutions..."

Melanie Gregory, Technical Services Manager
Adams County Sheriff's Office, CO (1,300 inmates)
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Anderson County, TN

INMATE TELEPHONES AND SERVICES SPECIFICATIONS v2.O 212L/2OL4
PURPOSE; To establish speci{ications for inmate telephones and related services for the Anderson
County Detention Facility.

Bolutions

Resoonse:

ICSolutions has read, agreeg and will comply with the requirements as stated.

POLICY: lt is the policy of the Anderson County Sheriffs Department and Anderson County
Government to contract lor inmate telephones and services for the Anderson County Detenlion
Facility

Bolutions

Resoonse:
Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

ftholutions

Response:

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
INTENT: Anderson County intends to contract with a vendor in order to provide telephone services
for inmates at the Anderson County Detention Facility.

Esolutions Resoonse:
Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

SCOPE: The contractor shall provide all labor, supervision, and materials required to install,
operate, and maintain all telephone communications equipment necessary for the operation of
requared telephones at the specified locations at no charge to Anderson County. All malerial for
installation shall be brought in and the work conducted so as to avoid interference with the activities of
the Detention Facility. Every effort shall be made to limit dust, noise, and fire hazards. The contractor
shall be responsible for all aspects of the inmate telephone system such as acquisition, installation,
operalion, service, training, and maintenance. All telephone service related to the inmate telephones and
related equipment must be provided at the contractor's own expense and Anderson County shall incur
no cost for any portion of the installation, service, training, or maintenance throughout the term of the
agreement. The contractor is lo remove, or assist in the removal in conjunction with the current
telephone provider, all telephone equipment currently in use at the Detenlion Facility. The contractor
shall also work in conjunction with the maintenance personnel of the Detention Facility to ensure daily
activities are not interrupted-

ftlsolutions Resoonse:
Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. Icsolutions is proud to
present our solution to provide Inmate Telephone Services at Anderson County. At the highest level, our
solution will provide a comprehensive, fully integrated, and reliable inmate calling solution for Anderson

Anderson County, TN
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County. Our solution is truly "turnkey", as ICSolutions will provide our state-of-the art investigative call
control software, corrections-hardened equipment, on-time installation, testing, project management
services, training in the operation and administration of our products and services, responsive service,
prompt repair and ongoing maintenance throughout the life of the contract at no cost to the County.

-

-

ICSolutions'professionally trained project team will coordinate the transition from the current vendor to
ensure minimal impact on facility operations and phone system revenue. ICSolutions commits to
providing Anderson County with a seamless transition of service from your current vendor to our
centralized ENFORCER@ platform, and exceptional support following installation.

ICSolutions' proposal includes full support, repair, maintenance, and component replacement as necessary
to maintain continuous operation of The ENFORCER@ system in full cooperation with County personnel.
Our commitment extends to all systems, telephones, software, and peripheral hardware- This level of
support is part of our turnkey proposal to each customer. As such, there will be no cost whatsoever to the
County for this service.

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated,

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Tab4-Page2
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NUMBER OF TELEPHONES This request for proposal shall cover the following telephones:
lnmate telephones at the Anderson County Detenton Facility:

HUl Dorm A
HUl Dorm B
HU2 Female Housinq
HU3 Maxi mum Securitv
HU 4 Medium Secuttty

7

7

HU7 A
HU7 B

4
2

HU7C
HU7 D

4

3
2
3
3

HU 5 M nimum Securitv
HU6 Weekend Housinq

4

HU 7E
HU 7F

2

Kitchen

1

Bookino & lntake

2

Lau

drv

1

TOTA 150

n

2

3

One (1) inmate telephone in the Booking & lntake area shall be configured to allow a "free"
local call for use by those inmates being booked or released and shall not require a'bollect"
call be made provided the call is local and does not require a long distance or toll charge- This
telephone shall be configured to allow Detention Facility staff to disable its use remotely from
the booking desk. Free calls shall be Limited to three (3) minutes.

The contractor acknowledges that after the initial installation the number of inmate telephones may be
increased or decreased based on need. The contractor acknowledges that inmate telephones currently
exist and are in use at the above specified locations-

Bolutions

Resoonse:

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions will install
inmate telephones as agreed upon with the County.
ICSolutions will designate one inmate telephone in the booking area to allow free local calls. The inmate
will still be required to go through the call set up process, but the call will not be billed as collect.

Andercon County, TN
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Phone Shutoff
Authorized facility personnel may disable telephones from a workstation or remotely using our webbased ENFORCER@. To shut-down phones immediately and in real-time, the user selects the Phone
Disable tab. This will display a screen from which a single station, multiple stations, or individual calls may
be quickly switched on/off through the workstation Call Status display.

-

-

Emergoncy/Tcmpotary Phone Dliabl€.
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Emergency/femporary Phone Disable

To take a station offline, an investigator or operator would select the desired station port, and then click
either the Disable button, or the Cutoff and Disable button. The difference between these buttons are
significant as the Disable button will allow a station/phone in use to complete the call it is processing

before termination; whereas the Cutoff and Disable button immediately terminates the station/phone.

Expansion
Given its modular architecture, The ENFORCER@ can easily accommodate expansions to the number of
inmate telephones. ICSolutions will work with the County to accommodate expansions to the phone
system consistent with expansions to the inmate population. If, at any point, the County plans to expand
the jail or requests additional phones, ICSolutions can add additional phones at any time by simply
expanding the Adtran gateways installed at the sites. Additional network capacity requires approximately
30 days' notice for the LEC to deliver additional bandwidth but does not require any system downtime.
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF INMATE TELEPHONES: T h e colntractor is to provide inmate

telephones and related equipment at the specified locations as set forth in this proposal. The inmate
telephone system shall only allow collect calls except for those telepho ne numbers designated by the
Anderson County Sheriff's Department. Tl
cking to prevent calling to the
fo‖ o面 n
a

a

and other tollfree numbers;
rectory assistance numbers,

a

rrtment numbers includinq both

a

af{

Det

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions will install
inmate telephones and related equipment as agreed upon with the County in the locations set forth in
this proposal.
The ENFORCER@ provides fully automated collect, prepaid, and optional debit calling, with the ability to
designate specific telephones to allow free calls, such as booking phones.

Call Blocking
The ENFORCER@ enables authorized users to immediately enter blocked numbers into the system using
the user-friendly Administrator interface. Blocks may be added for a specific telephone number or group
of numbers.

Important Block Features include:

o
o
o
.
o
o
.

Block groups of numbers such as:800,888,866,gLL, L4LL, 555-1212,L}LIXXX, etc.

Block individual numbers - unlimited quantity
Blocks from your existing system will be imported during installation process
Soft Block resulting from multiple refused calls
REAL-TIME block activation
Simple workstation block entry
Blocked number report

Anderson County, TN
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Blocks can be added on site through the system workstation or via remote access by ICSolutions' support
personnel using the Global Number Edit screen shown below. To implement a block, the user simply
searches for the specific phone number in the Global Number database, selects the "Block" category, and
clicks "Save Changes." The block is applied immediately and in real-time.

-

V

-
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Global Number Edit - Add blocked Number

Standard blocks are established for each system at the time of installation. These include directory
assistance, 9LL, emergency, pay-per-call services, L0L0XXX access codes, toll free numbers, and live
operators.ln addition, ICSolutions' project team will work with the site to populate the blocked number
table with facility personnel telephone numbers, and will work with the outgoing vendor to incorporate
any telephone numbers which were blocked due to complaints of harassment.

▼
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Inmate-Specifi c Blocked Numbers
To block calls only from a specific inmate to a particular number add the number to that inmate's PAN
(Personal Allowed Number List) and check in the "Block" column as shown below.

PANs(Per30na:A:lowed′ B:ocked Number3)
lnmate lo:870414
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Edit PAN - Add Inmate-Specific Call Block
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ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions proposes our
state-of-the-art ENFORCER@ inmate calling system, which includes all hardware, software, installation,
repair, maintenance and support, at no cost to the County. The ENFORCER@ calling system consists of
corrections-hardened equipment with a calling platform that offers a rich set of inmate phone system
tools, call controls and investigative features.
We have described The ENFORCER@'s standard investigative and administrative tools and features, valueadded services, as well as the system equipment, in greater detail below.

V
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Free Calls

The ENFORCER@ can be configured to accommodate free calls to specific phone numbers, such as Public
Defender, bail bondsmen, or other numbers at the discretion of the Sheriff's Department. Free calls can be
controlled in one of several ways:
Configured for a selected phone station, such as allowing free local calls from a phone in the
facility's booking area. Additionally, selected phone stations in the incarceration area can be set
up to allow free calls (if allowed for the inmate or the called party number).
Specified for a selected inmate, such as allowing one or more inmates to make a limited number
of free calls to an outside number from phones in the incarceration area

.

Specified for a selected called party number, by setting a "global" free calling status so that all
inmate calls to the number are free

A global free calling status is set by selecting the 'Free call' call type on the Global Number Table entry for
the number in The ENFORCER@. This ensures all calls to that phone number are processed at no cost.
Once set in the database, the free call function operates automatically with no facility personnel
intervention required
V
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Free Colls for lndividuol lnmates
Individual inmates can also be allowed a certain number of free calls upon booking, or per a time period
(such as a week or month) that the facility designates. This setting is made on the ENFORCER Inmate
Profile. The inmate can make the designated number of calls during the designated time period, and will
not be allowed to exceed these parameters unless a manual reset is performed by an authorized
ENFORCER user.
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Call Duration
The ENFORCER@ is configured with a master call duration setting, which can be programmed with each
facility's maximum duration time. In addition, the system rate files include call duration override settings
for situations that require duration changes for local calls or specific destination numbers. Call duration
and velocity limits can easily be set by dialed number, individual inmate, inmate classification, inmate
group, call type, pod, facility or system-wide.

-

-
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Globa! Number Edit - Override Global Duration Limit for Specific Number

When a call has reached the "one minute remaining" status on the duration limit, the system will prompt
the parties with a voice message that states "You hove one minute remoining for this call." At the end of
the call duration, the system informs both parties that their time has elapsed and the call is terminated.
The standard L-minute warning prompt can be custom-configured to play additional warning prompts,
such as 2-minute and 30-second warning prompts, prior to disconnecting the call.

V
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Fraud Protection
The ENFORCER@ will be configured to only allow outgoing, station-to-station collect calling. All other call
types are disabled and therefore, the inmate is prohibited from choosing other calling methods. The
ENFORCER@ monitors all calls and prohibits inmate fraud at every step of the call process. The
ENFORCER@ provides an exhaustive list of features that detect and prevent fraudulent, illicit or

unauthorized activity.
PINs: Each time an inmate places a call, they are first required to enter their assigned PIN. By
associating a PIN number with every call, the system provides investigators and security personnel
with the ability to identify specific inmates when setting alerts, monitoring calls, retrieving call
recordings, searching call detail records, generating reports, etc.

Custom Call Restrictions: Inmate calling can easily be limited to specific times of the day and set
lengths of time. During installation, the system is programmed to block calls to live operators,
toll-free lines. long-distance carriers.judges and correctional facility staff. etc. While these call
restrictions are set facility-wide, additional call restrictions can be set for individual inmates.
Random Voice Overlays: The ENFORCER@ can play randomly interjected voice prompts as
requested. These voice prompts can be custom recorded as requested by the facility, or a
standard voice prompt such as this may be used: "This call is from a correctional facility, and is
subject to monitoring and recording." Voice overlays limit indicate where the call originated. Any
inappropriate calls can be easily reported to facility personnel.
Real-Time Call Validation: ICSolutions' call validation incorporates real-time validation
responses from Local Exchange Carriers, compliance with carriers who do not permit collect calls,
and managerial restrictions such as blocked-number lists.
Call validation counteracts fraud by correctly identifying the location of called numbers

to prevent

the use of prepaid cell phones or pay phones to commit fraudulent activities. By validating
numbers, we have the most up-to-date information about a BTN.

Continuous System Monitoring: As an additional fraud prevention tool, ICSolutions proactively
monitors system data by looking for fluctuations in call traffic and failed attempts that could
indicate fraud.

No Chain Dialing or Hook-switch Flashing:_lnmates are not permitted to obtain secondary dial
tone or to "chain dial" at any time. Any attempts to manipulate the inmate phone or hook-switch
in order to bypass system controls will result in immediate call disconnection, forcing the inmate
to begin a new callwith all call controls in full effect.
No Three-Way Calls or Call Forwarding: The ENFORCER@ automatically detects attempts by
destination parties to connect, or forward, calls to a third party. These detection features have
highly configurable parameters for changing the sensitivity to accommodate the requirements of
each installation. When a three-way call attempt is detected, the system can either

Anderson County, TN
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flag the callfor investigation;
flag the call for investigation, and play a warning message to the inmate and called party; or
flag the call for investigation, play a notification to the inmate and called party, and
terminate the call.

The ENFORCER@ monitors each call connection for any inmate attempts

-

to bypass the system

controls. If an inmate presses keys on the keypad following call connection, the system detects
this activity and terminates the call. Any call terminated for this reason is marked accordingly in
the call detail record.

No Incoming Calls
All inmate calls are processed by this centralized system and terminated over outbound-dial only trunks.
Additionally, the on premise IP Gateways that provide talk battery to the inmate telephones are incapable
of processing an inbound call, and, as such, Icsolutions can warrant that no inmate telephone shall be
capable of receiving an incoming call.

Call Branding
The ENFORCER@ will be programmed with a customized call greeting played to the called party upon
answer. Upon detecting answer, the system responds with "Hello, this is o collect coll from finmate nome],
on inmote ot the Anderson County Detention Center."

Additional configuration parameters can be chosen to give the called party the following options:

.
t
.
.

"To occept thls coll,

dial'5'

To refuse this call hang up

now

For o rote quote on this coll, dial'2'
To block this coll ond oll future colk from this focility, press '9"'

The proposed ENFORCER@ provides fully automated collect, prepaid collect and optional debit calling.
AGGess

to live operators is neither required nor permitted at any time.

The ENFORCER@ is delivered with pre-recorded instructional voice prompts in both English and Spanish.
Language is selected by the inmate as part of the call setup prccess. "For English, press 1; for Spanish, press
2."Additional languages can be added at the facility's request at no charge. Languages currently deployed
at some of our client facilities include English, Spanish, French, Russian, and Hmong.

Inmate Muted
Whenever an inmate places a call to a called party, the inmate is muted to prevent communication with
the called party until the call is connected. The ENFORCER@ system offers several options for call delivery:

.

Allow the inmate to hear call progress, but prevent the inmate from being heard by the called
party until acceptance is confirmed.

o

Place the inmate on hold once the called party answers, preventing the inmate from hearing the
called party or being heard by the called party until acceptance is confirmed.
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Regardless of which option is preferred, the inmate cannot communicate with the called party until the
call has been positively accepted. Both the inmate and called party are notified upon acceptance of the
call that the call may be recorded and monitored for security purposes. If the call is accepted by the called
party, the inmate hears "Thonk you for using lCSolutions. This coll moy be monitored or recorded. You may
begin speaking now."

The ENFORCER@'s Phone Scheduler feature lets you pre-set any on/off times for the phones that you
choose. The ENFORCER@ can accommodate different schedules for days of the week, dates of the month
and year, etc. Hours can be set as follows:
By phone or group of phones (booking area, living units, infirmary, recreation, etc. may each have
unique operating hours.)
For all phones in the facility
Unique hours for defined holidays
Unique hours by day of week
Unique hours for specified called numbers

The Phone Schedule option under Site Administration on The ENFORCER's control bar (top of diagram
below) allows authorized users to set Schedules for individual phones or groups of phones.
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User Management
The ENFORCER@ controls access to call record data, call recordings, call monitoring, reporting and all
other system features by requiring a unique username and log-in password to initiate a session. Each
username is linked to a customized set of privileges established by administrators when they granted that
user access. These privileges range from being able to create or modify inmate data to being able to
display reports, playback recordings, etc.

-

-

A standard set (or several sets) of privileges can be created for booking officers, investigators and
administrators prior to installation to speed up enrollment of all County users, but County staff with
"Administrator" access will always be able to alter or revise the privileges allowed to any user, can revoke
access, or can require a user to select a new password at any time through the easy-to-use browser-based
GUI (Graphical User Interface).
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- Customize Role/Function Privileges

Anytime, Anywhere Access
The ENFORCER@ is operated through an easy-to-use browser-based GUI (Graphical Userlnterface).
Anyone with a password and log-in ID granted by County administrators can access the system from any
computer running a modern browser as if they were opening a web-site. The actual data exchange for
remote users is via a VPN and SSL protocol rather than through the public internet, but the point-andclick user experience is familiar and intuitive for users regardless of their level of technical expertise.

The ENFORCER@ provides flexible and convenient remote access for investigators. Multiple investigators
can access the system remotely at the same time without impacting on-going system operations or
performance. While connected, users may monitor live conversations, access recordings, search system
data and generate reports as though they were on-site. This facilitates cooperative investigations among
law enforcement and corrections agencies.

Calling Options
ICSolutions supports collect, prepaid collect, card-free debit, and debit card calling. We provide calling
options for all domestic locations and international calling to virtually any country. These programs allow
payment alternatives, call expense budgeting, and calling options for numbers that may not accept
traditional collect calls, such as cell phones. More information about these calling options is provided
below:

Anderson Coungl, TN
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Point of Sole Prepoid Collect (PSPCSM)
ICSolutions' Prepaid Collect program targets those customers whose calls are blocked due to carrier
billing limitations. As with standard collect calling, the called party pays for these calls. Coupled with a
short complimentary call, PSPCtr allows short-term inmates to make calls immediately to facilitate their
release and provides a communications avenue to friends and families of long-term inmates. PSPCSM
results in higher revenues and fewer complaints by allowing calls to telephone numbers that are most
likely blocked by your current vendor.

-

The lCSolutions advantage is real-time access. When a call is placed to a number that would be blocked
for billing reasons, the called party is provided with the option for immediate access to our live
Customer Care Call Center to establish billing arrangements. Typically, an account is established in 15
minutes, and inmate calling access is immediately allowed. ICSolutions has found that connecting friends
and family members to a live agent on the first call attempt is more effective than having them go
through the process using an automated system. Since this is the first time many of these individuals are
receiving inmate calls, it is beneficial for them to speak with one of our knowledgeable live agents who
can inform them of all the options that are available to them and answer any questions they may have.

Only ICSolutions' Prepaid program includes proactive outreach and account set-up efforts and live
Customer Care call center professionals available 24x7 x 355. This support enables ICSolutions to
create more accounts and complete more inmate calls than any other prepaid calling program.

Coll Center Debit
ICSolutions is also proud to offer the County our Coll Center Debit program, which allows inmates' loved
ones to fund an account associated with a specific inmate's PIN. Once the account is funded, the money
belongs to the inmate and is tied to that inmate's PIN, so the inmate can use these funds to call any
allowed telephone number. Upon the inmate's release, refunds are handled by ICSolutions call center.

lntegrated Cordless Debit
lntegroted Cardless Debit is a fully integrated debit platform that allows inmates to place calls using the
funds established and maintained in their individual PlN-based accounts. To enable this calling option,
ICSolutions will interface with the facility's inmate/records management system or commissary software
package to share information between systems and automate the process.
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Equipment
Icsolutions proposes to service the County using our centralized ENFORCER@ platform installed at our
primary data center in San Antonio. All inmate telephones at the County will be connected to this
platform via the network to this data center. Failover call processing will occur at the Keefe Data Center in
St. Louis, Missouri - providing geographically separate call processing that will ensure 99.999% uptime
for your lnmate Telephone System, while protecting the County from potential data loss.
The following high-level diagram illustrates all of our proposed system components and system

architecture:

Andercon County, TN
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This centralized network architecture requires considerably less hardware at the facility. The on-site phone
room equipment will consist of ADTRAN IP Gateways and Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) units. This
equipment will be installed in a standard L9" Equipment Rack. As there are no servers installed at the

V

-

-

facility, this equipment configuration will only require one standard 20AMP power outlet. Additionally,
this hardware is temperature tolerant and will operate flawlessly in environments ranging from 35 -l-l-0
degrees Fahrenheit. The rack configuration of the on-site equipment is provided below.

24u

ＵＵ
Ｕ
ＵＵＵ ＵＵ

2U
2U

置

1

APC ups
APC UPS Ba● erles
▼

On-site EquiPment in a Rack

With this configuration, the County will benefit from limited onsite installation and maintenance
requirements, reduced energy consumption, and a very small footprint for the onsite equipment.
ICSolutions ENFORCER platform boasts a99.999% up-time.
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On-Site Equipment List

o
o
o
o
o
o

Inmate Phones
TDDfiTY Phones
Kill-Switches

Uninterruptible Power Source
ADTRAN IP Gateways

Workstations

Inmate Phones
All proposed phones will be installed at current and future locations designated by the County. The
phones are constructed of heavy gauge steel, with shockproof keypads, a shatterproof Lexan handset, and
no removable parts. All handset cords will be armored and have a poly-coated steel lanyard, which can
withstand a minimum 1000 foot-pounds of pull power. Tamper-preventive security screws will be used on
all telephones to guard against potential vandalism.

露

o
.
o
.
o
.
.
o
.
.

Lexan handsets
Factory Sealed with no removable parts

Hearing Aid compatible (E.l.A. Standard RS504 compliant)
Poly-coated armored handset cords
Armored steel handset cord
Adjustable handset cord lengths (72," 18," 36" or custom)

Built-in Confidencer to minimize background noise
Sealed Housing to protect unit from moisture
Optional external volume control
Hea\ry duty chrome keypad

These phones have internally adjustable background noise-suppression switches that will be customized
to an appropriate setting depending on the exact surroundings (indoor or outdoor, concrete walls or not,

other phones nearby or private booth, etc.) at each phone location specified by the County. Please see the
manufacturer's specification sheet provided in Exhibit C of this proposal document.

Anderson County, TN
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TDI)Phones
SυρerCο

44θ θ
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ICSolutions propOses the Supercom 4400 TDD/TIY.

-

丁he unitis compact′ lightweight′ portable and easy

to use.Loaded with advanced capab‖ ities′ the
Supercom 4400 is the most sophisticated non¨

=ufrralec
-

printing丁 丁Y available.

ｆノノ″′

32k memory
Turbo Code@ and Auto ID'"
E-Turbo for simplified relay calling**
Direct connect (with 2 jacks) to standard

／ ヽ

telephone lines
User-programmable Relay Voice

■

Announcer
Keyboard dialing, follow-on dialing, tone or
pulse dial
Memory dialing/redial

■

Computer-style keyboard
■

Announcer*
GAISK and arrow keys
Printer port to connect to external printer

TTY
■
■

Please see the manufacturer's specification sheet provided

Phone Shut-Down

in Exhibit

C.

- Mechanical
Mechanical cut-off switches may be provided as an alternative to
phone shut down using the system workstation. These manual
overrides or "kill switches" are used to quickly turn the
telephones on/off on demand. Multi-phone kill switches will be
installed at each control center or as specified by the facility.

Telcom Marketing Group
KS‐ 6100K‖ i Switch Box

V
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Unintemrptible Power Source (UPS)
The ENFORCER@ system will be equipped with a 2.2KVA rated UPS which will provide continuous power
during short duration commercial power outages (30 minutes or less) and will permit "graceful" shut
down of system operations and calling functionality for longer duration power outages. Upon restoration
of power, the system will automatically re-start without any need for on-site intervention.

ADTRAN IP Gateways
The ADTRAN IP Gateway delivers voice over a

stream of data, applying standard dataencryption methods used to implement a
VPN, The router converts and encapsulates
the voice data into IP packets.
These devices connect to the analog inmate phones and convert the calls to VolP before routing over
the ICSolutions' secure, private network. The ADTRAN Gateway is designed to excel at supporting
legacy analog devices like copper phone lines and fax machines. This minimizes the amount of onsite

re-wiring and, as a result, speeds up the installation process, reducing disruption to County staff. It also
allows tCSolutions to offer the convenience of VolP calling while retaining the voice quality of
traditional copper phone lines.

Workstations
ICSolutions will provide workstations at no cost to the County. All system functions can be performed
from any internet-enabled computer, by any approved user who presents the proper user ID and
password during Administrator login. These functions include:

o
o
o
e
.
o
.

Report Generation
PIN Administration

Allowed Number List Administration
Blocked Number Administration
Call Record Queries
Silent Monitoring
Call Alert Administration

o
o
.
o
o
o
o

Privileged NumberAdministration
Call Recording Control
Call Recording Search and Playback
Call Recording Export to CD or DVD

Phone Shut Down
Call Terminate
Inmate Calling Privilege Management

Any onsite or remote PC which meets the following specifications may securely access The ENFORCER@
platform:

Operating System: Windows XP or WindowsT (32 and 64 bit)
CPU:2 GHz minimum, 3GHz+ recommended
RAM: LGB minimum,2GB+ recommended
Hard disk: 300M8 minimum free for ICS software, LGB free recommended
Display: 1024x7 68 mi n i mu m, 1280x1024 + reco m men ded
Browser: Internet Explorer (1E) 6,1E7,1E8, Firefox 3.5+
Voice Analytics supports both lE 6,7,8, and Firefox 3.5+

Anderson County, TN
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If dedicated onsite workstations are provided by lCSolutions, each workstation will be equipped with a
CDR-W drive or DVD+R drive, color monitor, high speed printer, keyboard, mouse and UPS power and
surge protection.

-

-
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ftholutions Resoonse:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. The ENFORCER@ system
accommodates the use of inmate personal identification numbers (PINs) for call tracking. Various
numbering schemes are supported in order to best fit the existing inmate identification method in use at
the facility. This ranges from adopting a number assigned by the facility booking system to assigning a
new random unique number for calling to something in between. This will be customized based on the
facility's preference and with the goal of minimizing facility personnel time.

Inmate accounts and PINs can be established automatically through a direct interface with the facility's Jail
Management System or Booking system or through manual entry.
If the interface option is preferred, the information entered during the booking process is shared with the
phone system automatically and no additional entry is required. If the manual process is preferred, the
inmate name and other information can be entered on an Inmate Profile from an administrative
workstation. This is a simple process requiring approximately one minute for each inmate.

V

When the Inmate PIN feature is used, a PIN will be required and included in each call record. This enables
searching and reporting on call records on an inmate-specific basis. The system can be configured to
create the PINs at time of booking and eliminated at time of discharge. In addition, the system supports
the retention of specific inmate PINs where the inmate is incarcerated in absentia due to, for example, trial
or hospitalization at a separate location. The following screenshot reflects the Administrative interface that
is utilized in the ID-PIN process.
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For greater flexibility, ICSolutions offers the option to activate PIN on some phones and not on others.
For example, it may be desirable to require PIN in all common area phones, but not in the booking or
intake area. The ENFORCER@ also accommodates includes voice identification technology to biometrically
ensure that each inmate placing a call is in fact the inmate assigned to the PIN they've entered for the call.

lnmote Personal Allowed Number Lists
The proposed ENFORCER@ system may be configured to require a list of Personal Allowed Numbers or
PANS based on an inmate's PIN. This is a list of defined telephone numbers that each inmate is permitted
to call. Each time the County activates the PAN feature for an inmate, you can select a maximum number
of PANS to allow on an inmate's list. If you leave the field blank the default value is 20, but there is no
practical limit to the number of PANS that may be assigned.
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An inmate's PAN list can be accessed by clicking on the PAN quick link at the bottom of an Inmate Profile
screen. As shown below, the user can then view the existing PANs for a number, add or delete PANs,
block or unblock a number, and view an inmate's calling history for PAN numbers.

-
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In addition, The ENFORCER@ system offers several tools to query and report PAN information. These
include:
Display all PAN records for an inmate account.
Display all Inmate ID's having access to a specific PAN.
Display all free or no-charge PAN records
Display all PAN records having administration blocks
Display all PAN records having telephone company blocks
Print reports for the above queries
In order to minimize the time required to enter an allowed list for each inmate, the system provides a
useful "self-learning" feature. Upon assignment of a PIN, the inmate is given a defined time period
(usually 24 hours) to enter an allowed call list by dialing the numbers on any inmate telephone. It is not
necessary to complete a call to the number to add it to the list. Once the learning period is over, any
changes to the list must be made manually. Self-Learning can also be limited to a specified phone or
phones in order to provide a greater level of control over the phone number entry process.
V
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Additionally, a PAN list can be used as an inmate-specific override to a phone number that has been
blocked globally (i.e., for all other inmates).

Reporting
The facility and lCSolutions have access to all the same reports, as well as to The ENFORCER@'s flexible ad

hoc reporting capabilities
reports of interest.

- vendor intervention

is never needed in order for the County

to generate

The ENFORCER@ system provides centralized reporting capabilities, allowing facility users to generate
reports immediately and in real time. The system comes preconfigured with an extensive list of standard
reports. Additionally, a facility user can generate real-time "ad hoc" reports by defining his/her own query
based on data of interest - allowing instant access to any report you could ever need. All reports can
easily be exported in .CSV format, saved to Excel and printed. And, although it's easy to define your own
report parameters in The ENFORCER@, ICSolutions is happy to assist by creating any new, customized
reports that are desired. Both the County and ICSolutions have access to the exact same report

functionality!
Each call attempt results in the creation of a call detail record. The record includes extensive information
about the call, including the following:

o
o
o
.
.
.
.

Date of call
Start Time of Call

Disposition of Call (accepted, denied,
incomplete etc.)

End Time of Call

Call Termination Reason
Call Charges (if accepted)

Call Duration
Called Number (ANI)
Station & Trunk ID
PIN (if applicable)

Recording indicator
Three-way call detect indicator

Call detail records are stored online for the entire contract durat;on to provide the facility
immediate access to historical call information throughout the contra€t term.

with
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Ad Hoc Reports

▼

The following screen details the customization options available for call detail reports

-

-

Ca‖ Deta‖ Report
Choose Site
Phone Nurnbar

lnmate lO
F‖

Feb llth.201105,34pm
Expo■

Choose Call Connected

へ::

Choose Comdetion Code

■

Choose TaritrType

N:

[コ

Choose 3Way Elerils
Chooae Call Type
Choose Asrts

Start Time
End Time

1

卜
lo Fl:ter

N:
01o F,lter
02′ 11/2011
02′

11/2011

0000

」

2359

■」

Enter any parameters and chck_RUl'l

Call Detail Report

-

Select criteria for custom query

The ENFORCER@ has extensive search capabilities which can be used by any user with a valid password
and the appropriate permissions - whether they log in remotely or from an onsite workstation. Call
recordings can be retrieved based on:

o
o
o
o
o
o
.
.

Inmate PIN4D
Date Range
Called Number
Facility

Inmate Station
Living Unit (building, cell block, etc.)
Call Completion Type
Call BillType

V
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Numerous additional fields are stored within each call record and can be used to further customize
reports and recording searches as shown below:
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The screen above shows the basic search fields
date and time. Inmate P!N4D. Called Number.
Name, etc. By clicking More Search Criteria the
user is provided with an extended list of call
recording search options as shown at right.
Selected calls may be quickly and easily exported to
in either MP3 or audio format and
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recordings are forwarded as an email attachment,
and the file size for a compressed 15-minute
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Standard Reports
The following is a list of the standard reports available on The ENFORCER@. Samples of these reports are

provided in Exhibit D ol this proposal.

-

Description

Report Name

Admin Setup Only

Provides a listing by inmate name of all "admin setup only" (60-second free)
calls made during a user-specified date range. For each call, the report
provides the inmate ID, inmate name, facility name, called number, and
called start time.

Attorney Registration Status

Aftorney Registration Rejects

Ca‖ Detai:

Ca‖ Record Statistics

Provides counts for attorney phone numbers in The ENFORCER@ global
number list. For attorneys that have been approved, rejected, or are pending
approval, the report provides a quantity, percent of total, and total quantity
of attornev ohone numbers in ENFORCER.
Provides a list of all inmates for which a requested registration of an attorney
phone number has been denied by administrative personnel at the site. This
assists the site in determining inmates who may be fraudulently attempting
to set up a non-recorded call to a number that is actually not to an
Provides detailed information pertaining to called numbers including billed
start time, dialed number, site called from, whether the call was recorded,
cost of call, call type (payment method), tariff type, duration of call, alerts
assigned, cost of call, inmate ID, and inmate last name. Searches can be
performed by site location, a particular number, inmate id, connected only,
Provides a summary of calls by call type, completion code, and call count.
The report can be requested by site name or for all sites for a user-specified
Shows the balance in the debit account for each inmate who has set up a
debit account to pay for phone calls. For each account, the report lists the

Debit Balance

Debit Statement

site name, inmate ID, inmate name, account number, call number, inmate
status (active/inactive), and account balance. The reporl can be requested by
site, inmate status, and balance amount (negative, positive, non-zero). Also,
the reDort can be sorted bv inmate lD, inmate
Shows all transactions for debit card and PIN-based debit including a
beginning and ending balance, cost and duration of calls, and deposits

made to an inmate's account.

Debit Activity

Shows all deposits, transactions, refunds, and closing balance for all debit

accounts for inmates

Debit Transaction

Provides a reconciliation record for all debit transactions for an Inmate ID for
a user-specified date range

Freguently Used PANs

that reside in an inmate PAN list that
high
number
of
times.
Beginning with the most
have been called a
report
lists
the
called number, called party,
frequently-called number, the
(calls),
number
of
sites from which the number
instances
and
the
number of
Lists, by called number, all numbers

Summary

has been called.
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Report Name
Frequently Us€d PANS Oetail

Description
Provides a list by called number of all inmates who frequently have called a
report lists the called number, called party, the inmate ID and

PAN. The

name of each inmate who called the number, and the site from which the
inmate made the call.

Frequently Called Numbers

Provides the total number of calls and total minutes of talk time to a specific
called phone number. The report can be generated by site or threshold type
(quantity of calls or total minutes). Results are listed by phone number,
called party name, number of calls. and minutes.

GIoba:Number

Provides a detailed report for all parameters that are found in the Global
Number Table. This report can generate items such as all blocked numbers,
all free numbers, all do not record (attorney) numbers, all notes, random
note text searches, and all alerts.

Global Number History

Provides historical records of all changes made to ANI phone number to
include an audit trail for users who made the changes

lnmate Alerts

Lists all alerts that have been activated for each inmate. The report lists site
name, inmate ID, inmate name (last, fi6t middle), phone number, name
associated with the called number, and phone number/email address for
each alert type that has been set

Inmate PANs

Provides a PAN (personal allowed number) Iist for the inmate. The report
also includes any restrictions associated with a PAN (blocks, free call, do not
record, passive mode). A listing can be printed for an individual inmate as
well as for all inmates.

Inmate Status

Provides a listing of inmate IDs, passcodes, inmate account status
(active/inactive), site and location, the current number of PANs being used
and allowed, and any associated notes. The report can be generated for a
specific inmate or all inmates, and can be sorted by inmate active/inactive
status.

Number Alerts

PIN Fraud

Prepaid Balance Summary

Recording Access

Revenue

Andercon €ountyr, TN

Lists all alerts that have been activated for a called phone number. The
report lists site name, phone number, name associated with the called
number. and phone number/email address for each alert type that has been

Provides a listing of each call on which an inmate attempted to use an
incorrect PIN. For each call, the report lists the site, CSN, station ID, station
name, inmate name, inmate ID, passcode, the PIN number attempted in the
CDR, the actual PIN, and extra diqits.
Provides account (phone numbers) for all called numbers that have an
established prepaid Account. The report includes the project number, billing
ID, accounvphone number, balance, and current status of
Provides a listing of all call records that have been listened to during a userspecified date range. The report lists the user ID of the person who listened
to the call, the CSN, inmate ID and name of the inmate who made the call,
called number, and date the user listened to the call record.
Provides call counts, durations, billed minutes. revenue and revenue
percentage for each call type, grouped by account (payment) type. The
report can be requested by specific site or for all sites for any previous
calendar month either in PDF

Tab4-Page29
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Report Name
Revenue summary

-

Station Activity

Station Group Privileges

Inmate Suspensions

Trunk Usage

Volume Userc

Description
For each site defined to ENFORCER, provides revenue summary information
including facility name, number of call attempts, number of completed calls,
total minutes, and revenue percentage. For all these categories, the report

-

Provides a summary of all calls made for a user-specified date range. The
report can be generated by site. Results are listed by site name, station
(phone) port, station (phone) name, attempted calls, accepted calls, accepted
revenue calls, revenue minutes, and revenue amount.
Provides a listing of station groups (phones) that are assigned to specific
inmates (i.e., phones from which inmates are allowed to make calls). Ihe
system default is to assign Inmates to use all station groups unless specific

Provides a listing of all inmate suspensions. The report lists site name,
inmate ID, inmate name (first, middle. last), whether the suspension is full or
partial, stan/end date/time, and user notes (usuaily a description of the
Provides a summary of all calls that have been dialed and connected to the
network by lrunk. The summary is defined by site name, trunk out dialed
and the oercentaqe of accepted calls.
Provides a summary of high telephone volume usage by inmates. The report
can be generated by site or threshold type (quantity of calls or total
minutes). Results are listed by site name, inmate ID, inmate name (last, first,
number of calls. and minutes count

User Access Reports
The ENFORCER@ offers an extensive list of standard and query based reporting options to fit every
administrative and investigative need. A User Access Log Report details system access by user and lists
changes made during a defined date range.

At right is an example of the Users showing the
username, user level and the last login date.
Additional details by user may be reported by
clicking on the user name. Additional reporting
options are available upon request and will be
customized to meet the County's needs.

cttck

on . .ow

to .-l€ct

6 ur€.

Below is a sample taken from a user log ("User Update Report"). For each username in the system, the
login date/time is logged, and a record is displayed of the database table(s) each user accessed (for
example, call recording, inmate lookup, etc.). The report also displays related information, such as inmate
name, phone, and inmate number. Administrators can use the User Update Report to see what actions
were taken by each user at what time/date.
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In the report sample below, for example, you can see that the user'lkline" logged in at 1:38 p.m. on April
17 and listed to the recording of a call placed by inmate Rodney Lehman.
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Workstations for Reporting
Icsolutions will provide workstations at no cost to the County. All system functions, including report
generation, can be performed from any internet-enabled computer, by any approved user who presents
the proper user ID and password during Administrator login.

with a high-speed printer for printing reports, a CDR-W drive or
DVD+R drive for exporting reports and call recordings to CD/DVD, as well as a color monitor, keyboard,
Each workstation will be equipped

mouse and UPS power and surge protection.

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. The ENFORCER@ system
offers fully integrated digital recording capability with the option to record every call or to designate
specific calls as not recorded, such as calls to an attorney. All inmate telephone stations will be connected
to The ENFORCER@ call processor and will have full recording and monitoring capability, with the
exception of privileged attorney calls as required by the facility.
Call recordings are digitally stored on an array of secure hard disks and will be available to the facility for

immediate access throughout the contract duration.

AndeEon County. TN
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Any individual desiring access to the recording playback or call monitoring must have a valid user name
with sufficient privileges and a valid password. The ENFORCER@ streams and copies recordings to system
users through its monitoring and playback functions. To maintain absolute integrity of recordings for
admission in court, the ENFORCER@ allows only WORM Write Once Read Many) storage. Access to or
manipulation of the source recording is never allowed.

-

V

-

The system has extensive search capabilities for Investigators. Call recordings can be retrieved based on
any parameter in the call detail record, including:
● Inmate PIN/1D
● Date Range
● Ca‖ ed Number
o

Fac‖ ity

.
.
o
.

Inmate Station
Living Unit (building, cell block etc.)
Call Completion Type
Call BillType

Monitor Calls in Progress
The ENFORCER offers real-time, live call monitoring of calls in progress. Call monitoring is accessed
through the Call Status tab of the ENFORCER'S GUl. The authorized user selects a station or trunk to
monitor with a click of the mouse, and then clicks the Connect button. This function is silent and
undetectable by either the inmate or called party. l/ultiple monitoring sessions can occur at the same

time without any impact to ongoing call processing or recording.
Authorized County personnel can monitor live calls in progress with a high level of audio quality from
any location, whether remote or on-site. The ENFORCER is operated through an easy-to-use browserbased GUI (graphical User Interface). Anyone with a password and log-in ID granted by County
administrators can access the system from any computer with an internet connection as if they were
opening a web-site.

V

V
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Once the operator has gained access to this display with the proper password and privileges, the
monitoring operation can be activated. The operator simply clicks on a call in progress, or telephone
station port, and the system begins streaming the audio to the workstation and plays through the
workstation speakers or attached headset.
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Critical Call Monitoring Functions include:

-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Silent, undetectable monitoring
Allows multiple simultaneous monitoring sessions
Search function to isolate calls of interest
Monitoring has no impact to recording function
Ability to monitor from a remote workstation or PC via LAN, WAN or Internet
Protection of privileged calls from monitoring
Ability to disconnect call in progress while monitoring
Ability to "barge in" to calls in progress and speak to both parties

-

Cail′ Station List

Ca‖ Detai:s

Features of the Calls in Progress Screen

Monitoring sessions occur in true real time with no delay in transmission of the audio, using standard live
audio streaming techniques. When a user selects a call in progress to begin monitoring, the audio is
streamed to that user live and in real-time. All audio is buffered so even if a call is five minutes in when a
user begins monitoring the call, the user may scroll back to any point in the call and listen to the audio.
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Streaming a Live Call in the Call Player
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Remeve and Playback Recordings
Recordings may be played back directly from the Call Info screen or downloaded to the hard drive or
other external media for review at a later time. In either case, the investigator may slow-down the
playback to better understand unclear passages; pause and fast forward as needed; mark significant
points within a recording; add text notes that will remain with the recording when it is copied to a CD or
other portable medium, and provide the ability to replay a selected segment of a call, once or many times,
without having to replay the entire recording.
All this can be accomplished via the ICSPlayer. The user simply selects the call from the call detail screen
or clicks the play

Q

;son to the left of the call detail record and the ICSPlayer will appear.
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Click Play to Listen to a Recording from the Call Detail Results Screen
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V
ICS Player

for cal! recording playback

The ICS Player provides several advanced listening features, including:

"Bookmarking" a time point in a call recording with a name or comment
Using bookmarks to define a start and stop point for a selected segment of a recording for loop
playback
Saving bookmarks for future use when you or other users access the call recording
Adding locally saved recordings to the playlist for playback (for comparison purposes)
Slowing down or speeding up the playback of a recording
Muting the playback of either party on the call

All notes entered will be attached to the call detail record for future viewing and searching, which will also
be reflected when a call detail record and recording are exported to an external device.
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Export Call Recordings
to be archived because The ENFORCER@ enables immediate, online retrieval
of any recording at any time with no change of storage media. The ENFORCER@ includes two separate,
built-in arrays of mirrored hard disks for redundant long-term recording storage. This eliminates the

Call recordings never need

hasslesofloadingandunloadingtapesoropticaldisks,becaUse@
life of the Gontract. Storing your call recordings -

as well as the call data - online for the life of the
contract ensures that you will always have quick access to all of your call recordings and data. You will
never need to archive calls or data, nor will you have to rummage through archives to find the
investigative information you need.

From the Call Info screen, authorized facility users may quickly and easily export or download call
recordings and call data in standard file formats. Selected calls may be quickly and easily exported to
media in CSV, PDF, and Excel file formats, Call recordings may be exported to MP3, WAV, or Speex
formats. CDRs and call recordings can be emailed, saved to CD, USB, etc. Additionally, call recordings can
be forwarded as an email attachment, and the file size for a compressed ls-minute recording is

approximately 2 MB.
The Call Info screen has a column at the left in which you can select any recording or group of
recordings, and options at the top to "Burn Audio CD-R," "Burn Data CD-R," "Save Calls Locally" (use this
select a drive with a USB or zip drive or your PC), and, "Export Call Records to file." The last option lets you
choose a particular audio file type (wav, MP3, Speex etc.) in which to save the recordings.
V
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ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions will provide, in
addition to a collect call telephone, a free telephone to allow inmates who are being booked or released
to make a free local call. Facility personnel can enable or disable this telephone from their workstation at
the booking desk to limit inmate use.

Authorized facility personnel may disable telephones from a workstation or remotely using our webbased ENFORCER@. To shut-down phones immediately and in real-time, the user selects the Phone
Disable tab. This will display a screen from which a single station, multiple stations, or individual calls may
be quickly switched on/off through the workstation Call Status display.

Emorgency/Tompor8ry

Phone Dlsable.

Solect@qmorcidos,oeormo@6rdr@grcupi.or@ormo.a3lalronsindthonclickanttmbutlontodothalaclmlolho6estalEns
dM Ctrl tey and clck on iemg lo un.selgcl Ctrl ley also can b! usld lo sllecl mllDle nems

irso*ayioselaclfrom

rulllpl€ coll@ns Hold

[oilbti[T".bt ll-

ErE

c,,rofi""do-t"btc

Opi6dl, ch@r smo 3il.s: OFidd,

ik

I

aiEoaa

,dlr lra6 ru?o:

Oplimdl, choos 3omc al.tions.

Blocl . Rrohl

E
F

G Elock . Rrghl

Intake

Call Status

-

Trunl

101

Trunk

102

Emergency/femporary Phone Disable

To take a station offline, an investigator or operator would select the desired station port, and then click
either the Disable button, or the Cutoff and Disable button. The difference between these buttons are
significant as the Disable button will allow a station/phone in use to complete the call it is processing

before termination; whereas the Cutoff and Disable button immediately terminates the station/phone.
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MAINTENANCE: The contractor shall pro!
system and hardware. A twenty-four (24) ho
contractor shall provide a toll free telephone

ftbolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions will provide all
maintenance and upkeep of the inmate telephone system, hardware and software. The ICSolutions'
Technical Services Center (TSC) operates 24hours a day, 365 days a year in support of our customer sites.
When calling our toll free number (866-228-4031-) you will be connected with a live Level l- TSC technician

within 20 seconds.

m,suse of any teleph,

klsolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
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Response:

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions is recognized as
a leader in technology innovation. Many features that are currently available on The ENFORCER@ are the
result of specific suggestions and requests from our clients. Regardless of which client requests the new
feature, the functionality is automatically made available to all clients at no cost.

Whenever an upgrade and/or enhancement to The ENFORCER@ finishes testing and is ready for wide
release, the County will be notified of the new release updates and provided documentation of the
features and functions of the new software. ICSolutions releases updates to The ENFORCER@ on a
quarterly basis to ensure the system is always state-of-the-art. New software releases and enhancements
are distributed through an IP connection, with no need for any onsite disruption. Enhancements and
upgrades to The ENFORCER@ are predominantly driven by market demand and specific client requests.
Examples of enhancements to The ENFORCER@ include:
SIP

compatibility

-

making The ENFORCER@ available as a centralized solution, in addition to

our traditional onsite offering
Seal Record - In a court case, a judge can order the non-availability or "sealing" of all inmate
records or selected inmate call information. The ENFORCER@ enables an authorized user to
perform a full or partial records seal, either permanently or within a specified date range.
Although sealed records are still stored in The ENFORCER@, they cannot be retrieved unless a
written request is provided to ICSolutions by an appropriately authorized representative of the
County.

Anderson Coungl, TN
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Paperless grievance reporting & response - inmates can file grievances related to the Jail or
the phone system, using any standard inmate telephone. Facility staff or ICSolutions personnel
can respond to each grievance by typing a response into The ENFORCER@. Responses are
converted to speech and delivered to the inmate for retrieval in a secure, PlN-accessible voice
mailbox. This process is 10070 paperless and completely eliminates paper kites.

"Find Me, Follow Me" - allows call alerts to phone multiple investigator telephone numbers
(such as an office number, cell number, and home number), trying each number in succession
until the investigator answers and enters the correct access code; this feature dramatically
increases the probability than an investigator will be located and can monitor a call of interest

while it is still in progress
User auditing on call recordings
recording, and when
Records merge

-

-

keeping an accurate record of who listened to each

making The ENFORCER@ more compatible with JMS systems, and ensuring no

loss of valuable inmate information

Funding alerts - investigators can set alerts on inmates of interest andlor telephone numbers of
interest. When a Debit or Prepaid account is funded that is associated with an inmate or
telephone number of interest, the designated investigators are immediately alerted via email.
Email alerts contain information such as Inmate ID and Name (for a Debit account), names and
addresses of account holder and account funder (for a Prepaid account), funding amount, and
funding source (credit card, Western Union, cashier's check, or money order). If a credit card was

used, the alert will also report the first and last four digits

of the credit card

number.

lnmate classification business rules - calling availability can be customized based on inmate
classification (minimum security, max security, work release, etc.). Calling privileges for each
inmate class can be defined as "unlimited" or "restricted" - with restrictions based on days, weeks,
months, and/or telephone location within the Facility.
Save Custom Searches - allows users to save their custom queries locally or globally, for future
use by themselves and other authorized [TS users

The ENFORCER@ has been designed and consistently maintained to deliver all of the investigative and
administrative tools our clients need. As demonstrated consistently over our company's eleven-year
history, Icsolutions will continue to expand our system's capabilities throughout the life of a contract with
the County, and we would welcome your input as a valued technology partner.
]OMPUTEF HA RDWARE AND
\nderson C )unt' ' Detention Facilit\
loca

ATED EOUIPMENT: TI
(2) computer workstatiot
rface to the statistical a
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ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
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Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. Icsolutions will provide the
County with two workstations that meet all of the specifications above.

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Eholutions Resoonse:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions hereby certifies
that we meet all requirements to do business in the State of Tennessee, the County of Anderson, and the
City of Clinton. Our installation will also meet all applicable federal, state, and local codes.

we have also included a copy of our Insurance certificate as Exhibit H of this proposal response.

Andercon County, TN
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INSURANCE: The contractor shall maintain insurance with minimum limits as noted below for the
period of the contract. Contractor further agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold Anderson County
harmless from any and all causes of action arising from the contract. With respect to required
insurance, the contractor shall name Anderson County as additionalinsured, provide a waiver of
subrogation, and provide a written thirty (30) day advance notice of material change of insurance.
Contractor shall provide certificates of insurance showing required coverage to the Anderson
County Purchasing Agent.

-

V

-

Minimum lnsurance Reouirements:
Automobile Liability
Bodily lnjury per person
Bodily lnjury per accident
General Liability including Contractual Liability
Bodily injury
Property Damage

S250,00000
S500,00000
00000
S100′ 00000
S500′

Excess Liability

Umbrella Form

$1,000′

00000

ftlsolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. As stated above, we have
included a copy of our Insurance Certificate as Exhibit H of lhis proposal response.

V

Esolutions Resoonse:
ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

klsolutions Resoonse:
ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. Each commlssion check will
be accompanied by a Commission Report which summarizes the total collect, prepaid collect and debit
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call activity for the applicable month. Additional monthly reports will be provided upon request or reports
can be generated at any time using the system workstation provided. The following is a sample
ICSolutions Commission Report:
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ICSolutions has read,agrees,and w‖ l comply with the requirements as stated ICSolutions computes its

commission payment on True Gross Revenue which encompasses every completed call irrespective of
payment method. True Gross Revenue includes Collect, PrePaid Collect & Debit calling with NO
DEDUCTIONS of any kind. All costs associated with the provision of the inmate telephone system and
service proposed is provided at no cost to the County. Commissions are paid on Gross Revenue
regardless of whether or not the call charges are billable and regardless of whether or not the charges are
ever collected. Collection is [Csolutions' sole responsibility and will never impact the commission paid to
Anderson County.

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. For expected
information, and calling rates offered, please refer to our Financial O{ler in Tob 6.

reven u e

ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
Inmate Calling Solutions, LLC d/b/a tCSolutions
2200 Danbury Street
San Antonio, fexas 78217
Phone: 866-228-4040
ICSolutions' does not have a Chief Executive Officer. However our most high-ranking officer is President
Tim McAteer.
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ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
Centric Group, LLC
1260 Andes Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 53132
1-800-325-5146
Centric Group's Chief Executive Officer is Jim Theist President and CEO.
-

r/-^nl-^+

6^'-^

^,1x.^-^

p r^l^^,-^^^

IcSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
Mike Kennedy, Regional Account Manager
1371 Tradeport Drive
Jackonville, FL 322L8
866-228-404,0
-

f nmnanV
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Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will
comply with the requirements as
stated. Since 2002, ICSolutions has
provided inmate telecommunications
services in correctional environments,
expanding and improving our
technology to meet the evolving needs

of our clients.

ICSolutions

has

established a 9970 contract renewal
rate, and we have never purchased a
single contract or any other company.

Our

management

team

experienced industry

includes
veterans

supported by a diverse staff of
technical and operational personnel.
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas,
ICSolutions also has offices in
Washington, California, Colorado,

s.J
I I i:i'"## ffi i*i;i#::*,"
ffi

of inmate phone service has greatly improved and
as a result, so has our revenues from completed
calls. The 5heriff's Department is extremely pleased
with the results of this inmate telephone system
implementation and lcsolutions has consistently
exceed€d our exp€dations."

i:鷲 llF:鳥 :tivi.。

n COmmander

"リ

Florida, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey,

and Ohio, with field technicians and
V

site administrators stationed across the
country to better meet our clients'
needs.
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2010, ICSolutions was acquired by Centric Group, LLC, the parent company of Keefe
Commissary Network and Keefe Supply Company, the nation's largest commissary provider. Since then
we have worked together, utilizing new financial resources to expand our operations and developing
supply-chain relationships to benefit our clients. Through this partnership, ICSolutions remains committed
to Research and Development to continue to improve our services. As ICSolutions has expanded its
services over the years, our primary focus is set on enhancing facility security while connecting more calls.
On average across the country, call volumes have increased by about 4oo/o in facilities where we took
over Inmate Telephone Services from another vendor.

In November

-

-

ICSolutions currently provides our ENFORCER@ calling system and outstanding customer service to more
than 150 correctional facilities across the United States. ICSolutions focuses on providing a secure and
feature-rich inmate call-processing system, and we continue to innovate and expand our offerings. Today
we provide not only the latest generation ENFORCER@, but a customizable total inmate communications
and payments solution that can include advanced voice biometrics, video visitation, paperless grievance
reporting, lobby deposit kiosks, debit release cards, inmate voicemail, email, and more. We also provide

customized services like commissary interfaces that allow inmates
commissary items by phone, along with our Prepaid Collect system.

to

purchase calling time and order

to these features and our outstanding Service Team, we can take pride in the reliable solution we
provide for our clients. To better service called parties, inmates, and facilities alike, our company is staffed
by one of the most seasoned management teams in the industry, and our service structure includes inhouse: Technical Services, Customer Care, Engineering, Network Operations Specialists, On-Call Facility
Support, and Account Management Services.

Thanks

Elsolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. Having been focused
strictly on inmate telecommunications since 2002, and having a national client base with many accounts
the size of Anderson County, ICSolutions is certain that we have the qualifications and experience to meet
and exceed your service needs. ICSolutions currently provides our ENFORCER@ calling system and
outstanding customer service to over 150 correctional facilities across the United States, which range in
size from small City and County Jails to large multi-facility State Department of Corrections. We have
provided Anderson County with five references, as requested. Additionally, we have included contact
information for every single one of our current clients as Exhibit A and we welcome the County to call
anyone on this list to hear about their satisfaction with our system and service!

Elsolutions Response:
iCSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. As stated previously, since
2002, ICSolutions has provided inmate telecommunications services in correctional environments,
expanding and improving our technology to meet the evolving needs of our clients.
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ICSolutions currently provides our ENFORCER@ calling system and outstanding customer service to more
than 150 correctional facilities across the United States. ICSolutions focuses on providing a secure and
feature-rich inmate call-processing system, and we continue to innovate and expand our offerings. Today
we provide not only the latest generation ENFORCER@, but a customizable total inmate communications
and payments solution that can include advanced voice biometrics, video visitation, paperless grievance
reporting, Iobby deposit kiosks, debit release cards, inmate voicemail, email, and more. We also provide
customized services like commissary interfaces that ailow inmates to purchase calling time and order
commissary items by phone, along with our Prepaid Collect system.

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. We have provided our
Audited Financial Statements in a sealed, confidential envelope in Fir,,ibit l.

-

Minimum of five (5) inmate telephone accounts currently operational in Tennessee
surrounding states including facility name, address, and contact person I telephone.

tCSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions is proud to
offer Anderson County the following five references:
V

Rutherford County Work Center, Tennessee
customer

.,
Name:

Contact Person:

Rutherford County

work center
Superintendent

Number of Facilities:
Telephone Number:

October 2012

Former Provider:
Services

Provided: Inmate Telephone

(615)642‐ 9133

System

VizVox* Housing Unit

V
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Lincoln County Jail, Tennessee

-

Customer

Name:

-扁

Lincoln County Jail

Contact Person:

Chris Thornton
ctlcsd702@9 mail.com

Address:

4151 Thornton Taylor Parkway

16

Fayetteville, TN 37334

120

Former Provider:

Legacy

Services Provided:

Inmate Telephone System

(931)433‐ 9558 fax

Baldwin County Corrections Center, Alabama
Customer Name:
Contact Person:
Add ress:

Baldwin County
Corrections Center
Lt. George Thicklin

othicklin@baldwincounwal.oov
200 Hand Avenue

*ulb",

ot

r".,*:_

Telephone Number:

Total Number of Phones:

1

(251)580‑2524
(251)580‑2536 fax

77
V

3ay Minette,AL 36507

Total Inmate Population:

668

Former Provider

GTL

Date Service Began:

August 2012

Services
Provided:

Inmate Telephone System

Keyword Search
by Nexidia

Automated Ⅳ R

Inmate Voicemail

V
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Jackson County, Georgia
Jackson County

Customer Name:

Correctional Institution

Number of Facilities:

1

Henry Thompson

Administrative Officer

Contact Person:

(750) 387-54s3

Telephone Number:

(706) 387-6452 fax

hthompson@jacksoncou ntygov
265 I.W. Davis Road

Address:

Former Provider:

I

Services Provided:

J

T.t"l l,Jr.b"r
Phones:

"f

Jefferson, GA 30549

Total Inmate
Population:

GTL

Date Service Began:

Inmate Telephone System

C"ll

Phr* D"t".ti.^

8
可

120

April 2013
by

CellSense

Floyd County, Georgia

l-;'.,"",
t

I
",,".,

I contact Person:

Iooo."rr,

Ft.yd

c--6/

I Corr€ctional Institute

];-*"

t_

"n.^""*.

329 Black Bulls Road
Rome, GA 30151

Number of Facilities:

2

Telephone Number:

(706\ 236-2490
QO6) 236-2483 fax

T"t"l ltlrrnb"l, .f
Phones:

65

Total Inmate
Population:

s00

Date Service Began:

May 2013

Services Provided:

Inmate Telephone System

Customer Name:

Floyd County Jail

Number of Facilities:

1

Contact Person:

Chief Deputy Tom Caldwell

Telephone Number:

006) 233-007s

Address:

2526 New Calhoun Hwy
Rome, GA 30161

Services Provlded:

Total Number of
Phones:

85

Total Inmate
Population:

750

Date Service Began:

May 2013

Inmate Telephone System

Anderson County, TN
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-ftbolutions

Response:

-

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. ICSolutions is proud to
present our solution to provide Inmate Telephone Services for Anderson County.

At a high level, ICSolutions' offer for Anderson County includes all of the following features and services:

e
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
.
o
o
o
r

State-of-the-art centralized ENFORCER@ platform, with geographically separate data centers and
multiple layers of redundancy
All new inmate telephones, TDD, and workstations with printer
24 x 7 x 365 live, U.S.-bosed technical service and called party customer service
Secure and redundant centralized call processing and data storage - with a99.999% system
uptime guarantee and no risk of data/recording loss
Full-channel digital recording and live monitoring of all non-confidential inmate phone calls,
with online storage for the full contract term plus any renewal periods
Quick and easy navigation with familiar web-based applications
Internet-based remote access to administrative and investigative functions
JMS integration to provide for automated PINs and information sharing
Optional commissary integration to offer cardless debit calling
The AttendantsM, a free Automated Information Line (IVR system), which can answer public
and inmate requests for jail and inmate information
The CommunicatorsM, a free 100% paperless inmate communications portal

Inbound inmate voicemail
Real-time payment alternatives for unbillable called parties with Point-of-Sale PrePaid Collect
Calling and fully integrated Cardless Debit calling

In addition, because lCSolutions is a full-service corrections provider, we can also offer the County a Video
Visitation Solution brought to you by our partners at VizVox, a cell phone detection package, or a new Jail
Management System by Zuercher Technologies. ICSolutions would be happy to discuss these optional
services in further detail if the County is interested, now or at any point in the future.
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ICSolutions'ENFORCER@ [nmate Calling System is Web-based and accessible to authorized users from
any location - onsite or off. It offers the richest set of features available in the industry today - all at no
cost to the County. It allows control, monitoring, searching, and reporting of all inmate calls to any
authorized user through a simple, point-and-click GUI (Graphical User Interface).
The ENFORCER@ has been designed and consistently maintained to deliver all of the investigative and
administrative tools our clients need. ICSolutions will continue to expand our system's capabilities
throughout the life of a contract with Anderson County, and we welcome your input as a valued

technology partner.

/

System Features:
o Remote access for authorized perconnel
o Easy-to-use Web interface
o Lifetime online storage of all call data & recordings
o Unlimited expansion capabilities to accommodate new construction and future growth
o Onsite reporting capabilities
o Hardened corrections-suitable equipment
o TDD equipment compatibility with transcription service
o Remote information-sharing with offsite investigators and other law enforcement
agencies and jurisdictions - at the County's sole discretion
Service Features:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Lifetime repair or replacement warranty on all equipment
24 x7 x 365 live technical service (for facility personnel)
24 x7 x 365live customer service (for call recipients)
Ongoing staff training & online system documentation
Inmate & called party instruction
Free, regular software upgrades for the life of the contract

Calling Services:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Collect, PrePaid Collect, & Debit calling options
lnmate PINs
Inmate PANS (personal allow numbers lists) with self-learning capability and paper-free
change request options
Automated operator service in multiple languages
Custom call prompts & voice overlays
lnmate name recording
Inmate voice mail (optional) - fees for voice mail will be split 50/50 with the Facility to
provide you with additional commission revenue

Anderson County, TN
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Administrative Controls:
o Multi-site networking & reporting

-

o
o
o

Password-controlled access
User permissions - editable per individual user or user group
User access log

-

Fraud Controls:
o 3-way call detection
o Hook switch calling prevention
o Secondary dial tone prevention
o Extra dialed digits prevention
o Chain dialing prevention
Call Controls:
o Blocked number tables

o

o
o
o

velocity limits by dialed number, individual inmate, inmate
classification, inmate group, pod, facility, or system-wide
Set call duration & velocity limits by call type
Inmate call suspension and automatic reinstatement
Set call duration

6a

Electronic and/or manual phone shutdown

-

scheduled & emergency

Investigative Tools:
o 100o/o monitoring & recording of all non-confidential inmate phone calls
o Verifiable security encryption on call recordings - supported by free expert testimony
o Free inmate grievance / crime tip / PREA lines - eliminate Paper kites
o Custom reporting
o Call alerts (hot numbers, hot PINS)

o
o
o
o
o
o

▼

Financial alerts

Gang management
Remote call forwarding to authorized investigators, with oPtions to "barge in" and/or
disconnect
Searchable call notes
Reverse directory with satellite mapping
More - if the technology exists, we can make it work with our ENFORCER@ calling system!

V
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Anderson County will be serviced by one local primary technician, and additional backup technicians will
be assigned upon contract award. Your Regional Account Manager is stationed in our Keefe / lCsolutions
Regional Office in Jacksonville, Florida. Backup service and technology will be provided from our primary
data center in San Antonio, Texas. Icsolutions'San Antonio data center houses:

Technical Services - 24 x 7 x 365 live support for facility staff
Customer Service - 24 x7 x 355 live support for call recipients
Engineering & Product Deyelopment - the technical experts who developed, maintain. and
continue to enhance our proprietary ENFORCER@ calling platform
Executive Manag€ment - the leaders who are ultimately responsible for each client's continued
satisfaction

Additionally, our San Antonio office is a secure, purpose-built telecom data center that will house all
offsite call recordings and call data generated by the County's Inmate Telephone System, for the life of
your contract.

- providing
geographically separate call processing that will ensure 99.999% uptime for your Inmate Telephone
System. Backups of all system data and call recordings will also be replicated to the Keefe Data Center in
St. Louis, further protecting the County from potential data loss.
Failover call processing will occur at the Keefe Data Center in St. Louis, Missouri

The centralized, primarily offsite configuration we have designed for the County will also benefit the Jail

by requiring:

o
o
.

Very little onsite space for equipmcnt
Reduced energy consumption
Significantly less onsite installation and maintenance work

Additionally, spare parts and a "crash kit" of critical onsite components will be stored locally, and certified
local technicians will be dispatched any time you need onsite maintenance or repair.

Anderson County, TN
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The following high-level diagram illustrates all of our proposed system components and system

-

-

architecture:

0
V
9.@frrl,rDr

Onsite Ecuipment
Because our solution for the County is fully centralized, onsite equipment and space requirements are

minimized. Onsite equipment will be limited to the following:

o
o
o
o
.
o

Inmate Phones
TDD/TTY Devices

Workstations

Kill-Switches(optional)
Uninterruptible Power Source
Adtran IP Gateway

For more detailed information and technical specifications on all proposed equipment, please refer to

Exhibit

C.

▼
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Inmate Phones
All proposed phones will be installed at current and future locations designated by the County. The
phones are constructed of heavy gauge steel. with shockproof keypads, a shatterproof Lexan handset, and
no removable parts. All handset cords will be armored and have a poly-coated steel lanyard, which can
withstand a minimum 1000 foot-pounds of pull power. Tamper-preventive security screws will be used on
all telephones to guard against potential vandalism.

r
o
.
.
.
.
o
o
o
.

Lexan handsets
Factory Sealed with no removable parts

Hearing Aid compatible (E.l.A. Standard RS504 compliant)
Poly-coated armored handset cords
Armored steel handset cord
Adjustable handset cord lengths (12," 18," 36" or custom)

Built-in Confidencer to minimize background noise
Sealed Housing to protect unit from moisture

Optional external volume control
Heavy duty chrome keypad

These phones have internally adjustable background noise-suppression switches that will be customized
to an appropriate setting depending on the exact surroundings (indoor or outdoor, concrete walls or not,
other phones nearby or private booth, etc.) at each phone location specified by the County.

TDD Devices - Supercom 4400 TDD/TTY
For hearing impaired inmates, Icsolutions proposes the Supercom 4400 TDD/Try, The unit is compact,
lightweight, portable and easy to use. Loaded with advanced capabilities, the Supercom 4400 is the most
sophisticated TW available.

32k memory
Turbo Code@ and Auto ID'"
E-Turbo for simplified relay calling**
Direct connect (with 2 jacks) to standard

message)

／″ ′

telephone lines
Built-in ring flasher
Auto-Answer (with programmable
Auto-busy redial, Wait for Response and
3-way calling
Remote message retrieval
User-progra mmable Relay Voice

Announcer
Keyboard dialing, follow-on dialing, tone
or pulse dial
Memory dialing/redial
Computer-style keyboard

Anderson County, TN
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Try Announcer'"
GAISK and arrow keys

Printer port to connect to external

-

printer

Additionally, each TDD/ITY call is recorded by The ENFORCER@ and convellegllqlex! which is
inserted into a Note and attached to the call recording. Recordings can be accessed from the Call Detail
Screen, and atta€hed Notes can be printed locally or remotely by users with appropriate security
credentials.

Workstations
All system functions can be performed from any internet-enabled computer, by any approved user who
presents the proper user ID and password during Administrator login. These functions include:

.
.
.
.
.
o
.

Report Generation
PIN Administration
Allowed Number List Administration
Blocked Number Administration

Call Record Queries
Silent Monitoring
Call Alert Administration

o
o
o
.
o
.
o

PrivilegedNumberAdministration
Call Recording Control
Call Recording Search and Playback
Call Recording Export to CD or DVD

Phone Shut Down
Call Terminate
Inmate Calling Privilege Management

Any onsite or remote PC that meets the following specifications may securely access The ENFORCER@
platform:

Operating System: windows XP or Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit)
CPU: 2 GNz minimum, 3GHz+ recommended
RA
1GB minimum,2GB+ recommended
^:
Hard disk: 300MB minimum free for ICS software, 1GB free recommended
Display: 1024x768 m n m u m, L280xlO24 + recommend ed
Browser: Internet Explorer (lE) 6, IE7, IE8, Firefox 3+
Voice Analytics supports both IE 6, 7,8, and Firefox 3.5 +
i

i

ICsolutions will supply tvvo dedicated workstations, meeting all specifications outlined by the County
under the Computer Hardware and Related Equipment heading earlier in this section.
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Mechanical Cut-Off Switches
Mechanical cut-off switches may be provided as an alternative to
phone shut down using the system workstation. These manual
overrides or "kill switches" are used to quickly turn the telephones
on/off on demand. N4ulti-phone kill switches will be installed at each
control center or as specified by the facility.

Telcom Marketing Group
KS-51q, Kill Switch Box

Unintemrptible Power Source
The ENFORCER@ is delivered with a 2.2 KVA rated uninterruptible power supply (UPS) unit. In the event of
a commercial power outage, the inmate phones and The ENFORCER@ system will continue to operate for

up to t hour in the absence of commercial power. Icsolutions also deploys line protection to further
shield the system, phones and lines from lightning and power surges.

ICSolutions' network monitoring software is in constant communication with each ENFORCER@ UPS. Our
UPS Monitor (UPSMon) software continually monitors the status, utility voltage, battery capacity,
remaining run-time and UPS Load of every ENFORCER@ installed nationwide. The software runes
24/7 /365 and automatically sends an email alert to ICSolutions' 24 hour technical support team anytime
there is a loss of utility power of any duration, to any ENFORCER@ unit. Most utility power interruptions
are very brief. The UPS controlling software also performs a data-save and graceful shut-down ofthe
affected system one minute before primary battery power is exhausted.

In addition to running continuous, automated analyses; ICSolutions technicians can view the status of all
UPS units in service at any time from our NOC.

UPSMON- All Systems Status

Anderson County, TN
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They can also pull up details including histories of all power fluctuations and disturbances to drill down
and diagnose oddities in network usage and performance:

-
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UPSMon Detail- View System Details

In the unlikely event of a power failure at the primary data center, failover call processing will
automatically occur at the secondary data center. Because of this call processing redundancy in
geographically separate data centers, ICSolutions can guarantee 99.999% system uptime for the
County's ENFORCER@ calling system.
Critical system data and call recordings are also stored in both the primary and secondary data centerproviding multiple layers of redundancy to protect the County from any possibility of data loss.

Adffan IP Gateways
The Adtran IP Gateway delivers voice over

a

stream of data, applying standard data-

encryption methods used to implement a
VPN, The router converts and encapsulates
the voice data into IP packets.
These devices connect to the analog inmate phones and convert the calls to VolP before routing over
the ICSolutions' secure, private network. The Adtran Gateway is designed to excel at supporting legacy
analog devices like copper phone lines and fax machines. This minimizes the amount of onsite re-wiring
and, as a result, speeds up the installation process, reducing disruption to State staff. It also allows

ICSolutions to offer the convenience of VolP calling while retaining the voice quality of traditional

copper phone lines.
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ICSolutions supports collect, prepaid collect, card-free debit, and debit card calling. We provide calling
options for all domestic locations and international calling to virtually any country. These programs allow
payment alternatives, call expense budgeting, and calling options for numbers that may not accept
traditional collect calls, such as cell phones. More information about these calling options is provided
below:

Point ofSalc Prepaid Conect(PsPcSM)
ICSolutions' Prepaid Collect program targets those customers whose calls are blocked due to carrier
billing limitations. As with standard collect calling, the called party pays for these calls. Coupled with a
short complimentary call, PSd allows short-term inmates to make calls immediately to facilitate their
release and provides a communications avenue to friends and families of long-term inmates. PSPCS
results in higher revenues and fewer complaints by allowing calls to telephone numbers that are most
likely blocked by your current vendor.

real-time access. When a call is placed to a number that would be blocked
for billing reasons, the called party is provided with the option for immediate access to our live
Customer Care Call Center to establish billing arrangements. Typically, an account is established in 15
minutes, and inmate calling access is immediately allowed. ICSolutions has found that connecting friends
and family members to a live agent on the first call attempt is more effective than having them go
through the process using an automated system. Since this is the first time many of these individuals are
receiving inmate calls, it is beneficial for them to speak with one of our knowledgeable live agents who
can inform them of all the options that are available to them and answer any questions they may have.
The lCSolutions advantage is

Only Icsolutions' Prepaid program includes proactive outreach and account set-up efforts and live
Customer Care call €enter professionals available 24 x 7 x 365. This support enables lcsolutions to
create more accounts and complete more inmate calls than any other prepaid calling program.

Call Center Debit
ICSolutions is also proud to offer the County our Coll Center Debit ptogtam, which allows inmates' loved
ones to fund an account associated with a specific inmate's PIN. Once the account is funded, the money
belongs to the inmate and is tied to that inmate's PIN, so the inmate can use these funds to call any
allowed telephone number. Upon the inmate's release, refunds are handled by ICSolutions call center.

Integrated Cardless Debit
lntegrated Cardless Debit is a fully integrated debit platform that allows inmates to place calls using the
funds established and maintained in their individual PIN-based accounts. To enable this calling option,
ICSolutions will interface with the facility's inmate/records management system or commissary software
package to share information between systems and automate the process.

Anderson County, TN
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More Calling Options = More Completed Calls
lcsolutions will offer County inmates more ways to stay in touch with their friends and family during their
incarceration. With our easy-to-use prepaid calling options, we anticipate a significant increase in inmate
calling, which translates directly into more revenue generated for the County!

-

-

Our Prepaid Collect and Inmate Debit services provide more ways to pay for inmate calling, simplified
account management, and connectivity to more kinds of telephones - such as cell phones, business lines
and VolP phones - that cannot be reached with traditional inmate calling. This has become exceptionally
important over the last ten years as more and more Americans rely solely on cell phones that do not allow
traditional collect calls.
For instance, at the New Hampshire DOC, call volumes more than doubled within four months of installing
The ENFORCER@ and our Cardless Debit calling. By continuing to provide support, outreach, lobby
pamphlets, deposit services, etc., ICsolutions eventually tripled the number of completed calls per
month from NH DOC facilities (see chart below) and increased calling revenue by more than S500,O00
a yeaf.

160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000

r
r

80,000
60,000

Completed Call/month
Calling Revenue/month

40,000
20,000

0
Previous

Vendor

Dec. 2008 (after

Dec 2010

cutover to
lCSolutions)

Icsolutions increases revenue for the New Hampshire

DOC

On average across the country, when we keep calling rates the same and provide our ENFORCER@ calling
system and prepaid calling options, our oyero ge incrcase in both coll volumes and call revenues is
about 40?6. Where we implement lower calling rates, we often see call volumes increase by as much as
L50'/., and revenues increase by about 307o
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In addition to our ENFORCER@ telephone system and calling options, ICsolutions can also offer Anderson
County the following enhanced services and features:

The CommunicatorsM Paperless Inmate Communications Portal
The Communicators" completely eliminates the need for the County to handle and process paper kites.
With our paperless process, inmates can file grievances. request medical/dental appointments, submit

or crime tip reports, or even file complaints about the Inmate Telephone System
voice mailboxes on any standard inmate telephone.
PREA

-

all using secure

Depending upon the type of inmate report, the appropriate Facility staff will be automatically notified
when an inmate files a new grievance. Using text-to-speech technology, staff can type responses into The
ENFORCER@, and the response will be delivered to a secure voice mailbox for inmate retrieval.
The Communicator is a standard part of The ENFORCER@ calling system and is provided at no cost to the

County, and with no impact on our financial offer.

The AttendantsM Automated Information Line
At no cost to the County, and with no impact on commissions or the cost of calling, ICSolutions can
implement an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system to provide public and inmate callers with
automated information. This can include basic jail information (location, visitation hours, etc.) and, with a
JMS integration, inmate-specific information (inmate lookup, release dates, upcoming court dates, bond
inquiries, etc.). This inmate lookup feature is available at no cost to the County, if the County's JMS will
support the data exchange necessary.
The Attendant is designed for detention center staff members who often find themselves overwhelmed by
phone calls from individuals looking for information about thejail and specific detainees. Freed from the
task of answering multiple inquiries from inmates and public callers, Jail staff can be more productive.

Inmate Voice Messaging
Using the same messaging service developed for The Communicator, ICsolutions can provide inbound
inmate voicemail. Messages may be automatically retrieved by inmates through the inmate phone system
and are available for access by facility personnel for security purposes.
The voicemail system requires the outside party to have an established PrePaid Collect account prior to
accessing the system.
The outside party would access the voicemail system by dialing the published toll-free number. Once
connected to the voicemail platform, the outside party will be prompted to enter their prepaid Collect
account information to confirm availability of funds. If funds are available, the system will prompt the user
to enter the inmate ID, or enter the first 3 letters of the inmate's last name to retrieve an inmate listing.
The user will select an inmate from the listing and will be able to record a 30-second message.

Revenue generated by this value-added service will be shared 50/50 with the County. ICsolutions
proposes a $1.00 fee per message, of which the County would receive 50t.

Anderson County, TN
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Inmate Voice Messaging can also be used by authorized lail staff to broadcast messages to one, many, or
all inmates in a correctional facility. The Jail personnel simply types the message into The ENFORCER@,
which then converts the message to synthesized speech and delivers it to the designated inmates'voice

-

-

mailboxes.

Message of the DaysM
Using the same voice messaging system described above, authorized Facility staff can create a "Message
of the Day" that is delivered to inmates via inmate phone during a specified time period. Facility staff can
type the message into The ENFORCER@, and the message is translated to a voice recording using text-tospeech technology; or staff can use traditional voice recording to record their message. They then enter
the time window (start/stop dates and times) during which the message will be played to inmates.
Any time an inmate picks up any inmate phone during the designated timeframe he or she will hear the
Message of the Day before call connection. When the message expires, it is no longer played to inmates,

with no further action necessary from Facility staff.
The Facility can use the Message of the Day feature to share information with inmates facility-wide.
Additionally, w;th the Facility's permission, ICSolutions can create messages to inform inmates of new
product rollouts, Facility-approved rate modifications, or other changes to inmate calling services.

Funding Announcements
The ENFORCER@ can automatically notify inmates when funds have been added to their Debit calling
account, or to a Prepaid calling account that is tied to a telephone number the inmate has called in the
past. Announcements are automatically generated by The ENFORCER@ system and delivered to a secure
voice mailbox that can be accessed only by the designated inmate with the appropriate PlN.

Records Seal
ICSolutions has several methods for protecting sensitive inmate information from general access. These
methods include finite control over user roles and access privileges; the ability for authorized users to
"hide" one or more recordings from general access; and a "high-profile inmate" status - which restricts
access to a particular high-profile inmate's records to only selected users.

To these solutions, Icsolutions has also recently introduced our Records Seal function. In a court case
related to a criminal charge against an incarcerated inmate, a court Judge can order the non-availability or
"sealing" of all inmate records or selected inmate call information. To enable a correctional facility to
comply with such a court order, The ENFORCER@ enables an outhorbed user to perform two different
types of record sealing requests:

o

Full Records Seal

-

Seal oll records for an inmate, including the [nmate Profile, all Call Detail

Records (cDRs), all call recordings, and any inmate data otherwise available to ENFoRCER@)
reporting functions. In other words, every piece of inmate information in The ENFORCER@ is
sealed completely.

一
一
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Partial Records Seal -Seal

CDRs ond coll recordings only for a selected date range. This date
range can be mandated by the court for a time window associated with events related to the case.
As with other ENFORCER@ functions, the authorized user can use calendar icons to select a start
date and end date for the call records and recordings to be sealed. (All CDRS and call recordings
that do not fall within the date range are still accessible for user queries and ENFORCER@

reporting.
Authorization to request either type of record seal must be set up by The ENFORCER@ Site Administrator

for a designated user. Although sealed records are still stored in The

ENFORCER@,

they cannot be

retrieved unless a written request is provided to ICSolutions by an appropriately authorized representative
of the customer.

Reverse Lookup
Icsolutions proposes to provide the facility with Reverse Lookup capability. This provides the facility with
integrated access to the desired reverse directory capability. From within a call record, the user can easily
point, click and display the reverse directory info for the specified called number. The database is accessed
via a secure link to the Internet and is constantly updated. Icsolutions will provide the subscription for the
entire contract term and any extension terms at no charge to the facility.
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ENFORCERo Real Time Status (ERTS) Monitoring
System monitoring is part of the fundamental design of all components of The ENFORCER@ system. All
key applications send heartbeat messages to [Csolutions' central monitoring system ERTS (ENFORCER@
Real Time Status). These heartbeats are recorded in a status database and displayed on a browser screen.
ERTS monitors all heartbeats and raises events, should a heartbeat become overdue based on
configuration (or policy, in the event specific configuration has not been assigned) to ensure that no
missing heartbeats are ignored.

-

-

Applications are also able to send events to

ERTS

for action. Any condition which is deemed "not normal"

can cause an event to fire.

All interface programs are capable of sending both heartbeat and event messages to the ERTS system,
which means that any regularly scheduled interface which is overdue triggers an event on the centrally
monitored status system.
All programs generate detailed log files both for troubleshooting and monitoring, with logs being scraped
at least twice per hour for anomalous activity, which is sent to ERTS for processing.

In addition to this passive monitoring which is ongoing, ICSolutions has created the utility "ADTEST,"
which proactively connects to each analog phone media gateway and completes a call to ensure that the
media gateway is functioning. These tests are run periodically, typically once per hour. Tests are done for
both station-side testing and trunk-side testing to ensure there are no problems with the terminating
carriers, either. All negative results from these tests are sent as events to ERTS for appropriate response.
ERTS has various

options for event handling including, but not limited to, email, SMS, and user interface

alerts.

Our Technical Support and system monitoring teams are responsible for responding to and performing
Level l support on issues, and escalating both technically and administratively, as appropriately.

Word Detective@ Keyword Search Powered by Nexidia
With our Word Detective@ keyword search tool, powered by Nexidia, investigators can quickly scan
thousands of call recordings to locate words or phrases of interest. Word Detective@ searches for the
sounds that make up words, and therefore it is highly accurate, even in a conversation with simultaneous
speakers, dialects, and background noise - all typical conditions in a corrections environment.
Keyword Seorch

-

Expanded Copobilities

Word Detective can search recorded conversations not for specific words, but also for "associated words,"
i.e., synonyms, related terms, and related slang. To enable this functionality, we are building a generic
"Association Table" that contains common search terms and their associated words or phrases. we are
using information - including slang terms known to be used in correctional facilities
available in the public domain to build this database table.

- that is readily
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The indexing engine that powers Word Detective@, Nexidia, has always had the ability to use an
Association Table; we have recently designed and are expanding the Word Detective@ user interface in
order to offer this feature through The ENFORCER@'S GUI.

With this feature in place, investigators can run a search for a specific word. and Word Detective@ will
return results that contain that word or any ossociated terms. For example, a search for the word
"attorney" would find conversations that contain the word "attorney" or the word "lawyer."
Investigators can customize and expand upon the generic Association Table by adding new slang and
terms that are specific to your geographic region. Custom terms can be entered into a database table via the simple ENFORCER@ Word Detective@ interface - that is available facility-wide; or, each user can
create his or her own custom tables containing a personal list of word associations.
In addition to the functionality above, Word Detective@ users will also be able to run advanced searches
for more than one specific word using "and / or" statements. For example, an authorized user could
search for "drugs and sell," and Word Detective@ would return results in which both words appear in the
same sentenceFor a complete description of Nexidia, please also reler

to Exhihit M following this proposal.

Voice Biometrics
ICSolutions can provide the County with PreCall Voice Verification ("Voice Print"). This
application compares the inmate's voice to a
voice print on file prior to connecting each
call, to ensure that the inmate ID and voice

print match.
Also at the County's option, ICSolutions can
upgrade this product to Investigator Pro

continuous voi.e identification, by JLG
Technologies. With Investigator Pro'u, any
and all inmate voices on the call are
continuously identified throughout eoch colL,
ensuring that the inmate who placed the call
remains on the line.

The Undisputed Leader in
Using Voice Biometrics
Icsolutions is the only vendor to have
successfully implemented Investigator Pro*
with our Inmate Telephone System at more than
40 facilities where we serve nearly three dozen
distinct clients as the Prime ITS Contractor. We
have helped to enroll thousands of inmate
voices and trained countless jail investigators,
and our clients have been satisfied with our
voice biometrics solutions for nearly a decade.

The Investigator Pro'" incorporates

technology developed for the United States
Department of Defense for its own voice
security and detection applications. The
Investigator Pro'" provides a suite of Voice Analytic software modules designed specifically to assist the
County in the secure management of our inmate phone system.

Anderson County, TN
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With Investigator Pro'" in place, County investigators can scan all recordings and instantly identify
recordings on which any chosen inmate's voice appears. Investigators will then be able tojump
directly to the time during any call when that inmate speaks. They will also be able to scan and leap
forward to the exact moment when a 3-way call attempt is detected. These scanning tools dramatically

-

-

speed up investigations.

Pro

Continuous Biometric Analysis
differs from other systems:

How the lnvestigator

Ensures PIN owner identity at start of catl
Ensures PIN owner identity throughout catI

lnvestigator
Pro*

Other
Biometric
Applications

YES

YES

YES

N0
N0
NO
YES
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

N0
N0

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

if other inmates appear on the catl
ldentifies the voices of atl inmates on ca[[
Hetps stop inmates steating others' PlNs
Hetps stop inmates sharing others' PlNs
Ensures vatidity of the catt database
Aterts investigators when ITS abuse occurs
Finds and reports patterns of in-catI suspicious behavior
Searches database based on inmate voices
Leads investigators to high-risk phone calts

Aterts you

YES

YES
YES

Seeing our success with using this technology, other inmate phone vendors are now beginning to follow
suit and offer the same Investigator Pro'" product - but there is a key difference: Experience. These other
vendors do not have the experience and expertise that ICSolutions has in integrating Investigator with
their phone systems. Only lcsolutions has proven time and time again that lnvestigator Pro* works

with our

ENFORCER@

callino svstem.

The Investigator Pro," is more than just a biometric application. Because lcsolutions has built it right in to
The ENFORCER@ platform, the biometric information combines with The ENFORCER@'s calling records
and recordings to power a whole range of advanced investigative and security tools that no other inmate
calling system can offer. Please refer to Exl, ibit Ktor more detailed information about Investigator Pro'".

ICER Service
At no cost to the County, ICSolutions can also provide JLG's new ICER (lnmate Inter-Communications
Evaluation and Reporting) technology, Using voice biometric technology and a shared database of inmate
voice prints made available through the ICER Consortium, ICER is the only system on the market that
detects and reports telephone calls made between inmates at one or more correctional facilities.
ICER has been successfully used in pilot programs at multiple county and state facilities, and ICSolutions is
proud to be currently working with JLG Technologies to make the New HamPshire DOC the first-ever full
deployment of ICER.
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Cell Phone Control (Detection & Analysis)
The following Cell Phone Control products are offered as optional, value-added services which can be
deployed at the County's discretion.
一
¨
′

l'/'.n,.1

︲︲

Rapid and un-announced deployment and the ability to scan up to 40
individuals per minute means that it is clearly the most cost effective and

ー

CellSense
CellSense, by MetraSens, is a proven system for detecting the presence
of cell phones in or on the body, even if the phone is switched off.
Operational prison deployments have demonstrated it to be reliable,
accurate and effective. It has the advantage of also detecting other
contraband items such as shanks, knives and small blades.

ハ

Ce‖

,)Nl')'1,),1

Speedily scans

flexible cell phone detector available worldwide. It can even be deployed
covertly since it has the ability to scan through walls.
CellSense is designed to detect moving items and will not false alarm on
static metal items. An officer carrying keys etc. is able to stand close to
CellSense and providing they remain still the system will not false alarm.
Celle brite's U F ED U ltimote

ICSolutions will provide Cellebrite's UFED Ultimate all-in-one mobile forensic solution. UFED Ultimate
performs physical, logical, and file system extractions of cell phones - performing a complete data
extraction of existing, hidden, and deleted phone data, including call history, text messages, contacts,
email, chat, media files, geotags, passwords, and more! UFED Ultimate will give you unparalleled access
to investigative cellular data.
UFED Ultimate also includes UFED Physicol Analyzer, lhe most powerful and feature-rich mobile forensics
tool in the industry. UFED Physical Analyzer highlights the most critical components of an extracted
phone's memory data, making navigating through the data easier and more flexible than ever. Users can
generate reports, print them, andlor save them to their computer in PDF, HTML, XLS. and XML formats.

ICSolutions has included more detailed information about the Cellsense and Cellebrite UFED Ultimate
products in Exhibit O.

Anderson County, TN
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Access Corrections Product Suite
ICSolutions is a member of the Keefe Group of companies, which offers several product lines to
efftciently manage inmotes from booking to release - including ICSolutions' phone service, Keefe's
commissary and banking services, and Access Corrections' advanced technology solutions.

-

-

ICSolutions is pleased to offer - at no cost - our deposit servicet email, and other related services from
our Access Corrections line of products (also available from Keefe). These integrated services provide not
only phone and web deposit services, but also print-and-deliver inmate email, Data Detectiver"
inmate/consumer link analysis, and debit release cards. These services will reduce the amount of mail
inspection, cash-handling, and other administrative duties that jail staff must perform to support inmate
services.
These Access Corrections services are described below:

Lobby Deposit Kiosks: Lobby Deposit Kiosks

are

multi-functional kiosks that allow visitors to add funds
to an inmate's commissary/trust account, an inmate's
debit phone account, or to the visitor's prepaid phone
account * using cash, credit card, or debit card.
Multiple accounts can be funded with one
transaction. This provides convenience for friends and
families, saves time, and increases funding for inmate
accounts-and commission revenues for Anderson
County. These kiosks are part of the total Secure
Deposits package which includes deposits via the
web and by telephone that ICSolutions provides
through our partners at Access Corrections-one of
our partners in the Keefe family of companies.
=

Secure Deposits online: In order to allow family and
friends to make deposits online, we operate a secure
website 24/7/365. Depositors can visit our Secure
Deposit website at www.inmatedeposits.com and
setup an account. All that is required to set up an
account is an email address and a personal password.
If a user does not currently have an email account,
the website will direct them to a free email provider
such as Yahoo or Hotmail in order to create an email

V′

DEPOSITS

‐

ョ

accou nt.

V
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This secure website is the same website used for our Secure Mai[" program, so once an account is
created; the customer can use the same account for both Secure Mail and Secure Deposits.
Depositors have the following functions available to them:

Recipient list - Users are allowed to create a recipient list that will allow them to add as many
inmates as they choose. This list allows the users to efficiently add funds to an inmate's
account.
View deposit history - Each user is able to view their history for every deposit made from the
website to each inmate's account.
Edit account information - Users are able to enter in €urrent information such as address and
telephone number that will be used to process all deposits made
Add funds - Users are able to simply click on a button, provide their debit/credit card
information and make a deposit.
Remove inmate - User can choose to remove the selected inmate from their recipient list at any
time.

"

Secure Deposits by phone: Access Corrections also offers a toll free phone number for friends and
family to deposit funds using their Mastercard or Visa debit&redit card into an inmate's account.
Our bilingual (English & Spanish) Customer Service Representatives ("CSR's") collect all account
holder information that is required to gain approval for the use of the credit card.
We have 96 in-house customer service representatives that are specifically trained to handle
customer's phone deposits, transaction history, complaints and financial discrepancies. Our CSRs
are available during the heavy call traffic of 7:30AM to 7:00P[/ (CST) M-F. We also provide support
after normal business hours with a highly trained third party call center providing service from
7:00PM to 11:00PM (CSI) M-F.
Secure Deposits also accepts payments from Western Union and other walk-in payment services.

=

Debit Releose Cords: With Keefe's KeepTrak banking system in place, ICSolutions can provide
MasterCard-branded release cards for inmates, eliminating the need for facilities to cash on-site at
the iail for trust and phone account refunds. Our program equips the released inmate with a fully
functional and featured bank card helping them get established back in the financial world.
IcsoluUons will provide all pre-paid, Mastercard branded cards for the program free of charge to
the facility. Each program carries the following advantages:

/
r'
/
/
t
/

Both the instant issue card and permanent card are FDIC lnsured
lnstant Card issued upon release for immediate access to funds
Both cards provide signature or P|N-based purchase transactions -Allowing our card
be used anywhere i,tastercard is accepted
Bi-tinguat Customer Service
24/7 x 365 account access
Accepted at mittions of merchants worldwide

AndeBon County, TN
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The Upgraded Permanent Card offers free direct deposit and free real-time account management

and transaction reporting online.

-

All pre-paid cards can be converted to a reloadable card, allowing for direct deposit at over 80,000
locations. All Point-of-Sale transactions, both PIN and signature based, are completely free of
charge with the instant issue card.

*

)ails spend countless hours processing letters addressed to inmates. This process
may include x-ray of contents, testing of the paper, preparation of mail, rejection paperwork, and
review of contents for prohibited messages. Secure Mail offers an alternative which allows family
members to communicate via a secure email process customized for correctional facility use. Upon
Facility review of email messages, the messages can be printed and delivered to the inmate.

-

Access Secure

.
.
o
o
o
o
.
.
o

ltail:

Friends & family log in to our secure website www.accesscorrections.com to send email
messages

Many payment options including Debit Card and Credit Card
Photo messaging options are available
Inmate reply options are available
Bilingual (English/Spanish) with translations for facility staff review
No risk of contraband or dangerous content
Saves time in processing mail
Word Wotch Filter Software scans each message for words or phrases that are predefined
by each facility, enabling faster review by facility personnel
Revenue Source - the County may add up to $0.35 for every message received which will be
passed through as a commission

* Doto Detective@: In order to bring the latest in
intelligence gathering to client facilities using our
payment and calling services, ICSolutions and Access ''
Corrections offer Data Detective@, our data mining ,,,..
solution specifically designed for our services. This tool
": ,
,t:'
is designed with the investigative nature of the
-.

.:--:

'

,

'

,

'
,

corrections market in mind. Authorized staff will be able
search varying degrees of separation in order to
establish Iinks from inmate to inmate or end user to end

to

user.

.
.
.

Facility staff can explore important data using a dynamic visual map.

The unique design of the visual map allows investigators

to quickly find

connections and

patterns

Web based program so authorized facility staff are able to view from their own desktop
computer.

This tool will automatically be applied to all payment information. Please refer
information about the Access Corrections products.
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Jail Management System by Zuercher
Should the County decide to explore other JMS options, now or in the future, Icsolutions has exclusive
distribution rights to offer Zuercher Technologies'iMS solution at a very reasonable cost to our clients.
We would be happy to talk with the County about the possibility of including JMS technology in the
Inmate Telephone Services contract, and to discuss the financial impact of providing these services.
The Zuercher's ledsJail JMS solution brings integration, ease of use, and configurability to jail records
management. It's designed for easy record keeping, efficient completion of routine tasks, and quick access to all the information you need to stay up-to-date on dailyjail operations.

It includes wizards to guide you through the booking and release processes, ensuring that all required
steps are completed and all necessary forms filled out. Automated sentence calculation, cell
recommendation, and approved/denied visitor lists eliminate guesswork. Agency-configurable features
such as inmate classification forms, medical history questionnaires, and inmate alerts allow you to gather
exactly the information you need. Daily tasks are simplified, like scheduling inmate activities and contacts,
passing medications, managing inmate bank and property, and tracking court events. Shift logs and
incident reports make it easy to document everything from routine cell checks to major behavioral
incidents.
ledsJail integrates seamlessly with other third party financial systems to manage the billing of inmate expenses. Other third party applications can be integrated with ledsJail based on our platform technology,
system architecture and experience.
The ledsJail JMS solution puts the information and tools you need at your fingertips: glance at the main
display for alerts such as multiple inmates with the same name or upcoming magistrate deadlines, log
victim notification attempts, make cell transfers, easily generate bond forms and probable cause forms,

create digital lineups, and much more.
Please refer to

E(hibif N for more information about Zuercher's ledsJail Jail Management System.

Video Visitation by VizVox
ICSolutions can also offer the County the latest in video visitation technology through our partners,
VizVox. In recent competitive bids where inmate phone and video visitation services were compared side
by side, the Icsolutions-Vizvox team repeatedly has come out on top. In fact, Icsolutions has already
installed our inmate phones along with the VizVox video visitation system to clients in California,
Michigan, Colorado, New York, South Oakota, Illinois, Wisconsin, Florida, and Missouri, with new
installations scheduled each month.
tf the County is interested in Video Visitation, we would be happy to perform a free site evaluation and
pricing estimate, upon request.

Anderson Coungr, TN
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The Vizvox Video Visitation Kiosk system is an internet-based video communication technology

specifically designed for the corrections industry. The Vizvox system is turnkey, completely digital and IPbased, and has unlimited expansion capabilities to meet Anderson County's needs for years to come.
Leveraging Hewlett Packard network technology and Microsoft Windows based technology, VOX can
provide for onsite and optional remote video visitation sessions (when equipped with appropriate internet
bandwidth) and ensure full motion, real time video and audio communications regardless of the number
of simultaneous sessions scheduled or in progress. It provides all of the following features and functions:

-

-

Real time, full motion video communication between Vizvox Watchman G3 units in the visitation
center(s) and units deployed throughout the Facility
Live Monitoring of all active video visitation sessions at the control station and from any

computer with internet access
Simultaneous recording and long term storage of all video visitation sessions in digital MPEG4
format for on-demand replay via a computer with an internet connection
The Vizvox Network Management Suite which will allow the network administrator to manage the
entire video visitation network, including setting visitor registration and session scheduling
parameters
VizVox Browser-Based Session Scheduling Module that allows approved and registered visitors to
schedule a visitation session with eligible inmates, without any facility interaction
Vizvox Browser-Based Visitor Registration Module which allows visitors to register with the
Visitation Visitor Database from any location with internet access
VizVox also offers the opportunity for remote visitation, which can generate additional revenue for the
facility. With remote visitation, inmates' loved ones avoid the cost and time investment of traveling to the
facility for live visits. In exchange for this convenience, many facilities charge a small fee for remote
visitation sessions- while this fee is still less than the cost of traveling to the facility, it helps the facility to
offset the cost of providing bandwidth in support of remote visitation.
The VizVox Video Visitation system can offer the County many unique features, including:

.
.
.
o

A completely digital video visitation system utilizing digital camera technology

-

Reducing

hardware and potential points of failure associated with standard analog to digital hybrid systems
It's more than Video Visitation! The VizVox Watchman G3 is capable of integrating with the
Facilities' inmate telephone service, JM5, and commissary provider; and of offering optional
Grievance Filing, Law Library Research Services, Inmate 411 Broadcast, and Video Arraignment
To the best of our knowledge, VizVox is the only video visitation system that provides a low
voltage DC power source over the video network to support the power requirements of the video
visitation units, eliminating the need for a dedicated AC power infrastructure
Video Security Enhancement - the Watchman G3 units can provide additional video security for
the Facility by utilizing the camera (when not in use by an inmate) for general facility monitoring
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COMPETITIVE PROPOSALS: Proposals shall be by sealed bid and will be opened as to avoid
disclosure of contents until all negotiations with prospective vendors have been completed. Upon
completion of award all proposals shall be open for public inspection. Proposals will be evaluated and
award based upon the basis of the following:

Evaluation Criteria
Commissions & Revenue
20./.
References from Current Accounts 2Oo/o
Qualifications & Exoerience
10%
EouiDment & Services Offered
20o/o
Caoabilitv to Perform Services
20o/o
Financial Resoonsibilitv
10v.

Esolutions Resoonse:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comp y with the requirements as stated.

Esotutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Esotutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and

wil comply with the requirements

as stated.

Esolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as slated.

Esolutions Response:
ICSoiutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Anderson County, TN
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し

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

雌 。lutiOns Response:

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
V

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

雌 。lutions Response:

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Anderson Countlt, TN
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EssEiolr-Bcrpqlre,
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and

wil comp

y with the requirements as stated.

Esolutions Resoonse:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Esotutions Resoonse:
lCSolutions has read, agrees, and will comp y with the requlrements as stated.

Esotutions Response:
ICSo utions has read, agrees, and wlll comply with the requirements as stated.
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ACCEPTANCEi Vendors sha‖

l

hold thelr pnce nrnn and sublect to acceptance by Anderson

County for a minimum perod of sixty(60)、 vorking days f「 om the date of the bid opening unless
vise
othe「 、

lndicated in the r bid To be supp ed the r confo「 mity wnh spec fications the r suitab tty to the

requ ren‐ ents

of Anderson County and the de veryterms Any or a‖

blds may be rejected for good cause

は duuOns ResDOnSα
ICSolutions has read,agrees′ and w‖ I comply with the requirements as stated

l13 BID Aヽ へ′ARDS,B ds vv‖ l be awarded to the lowest and best b dder tak ng into cons deralon the
qualties of the articles to be suppled the r conformly w th specficatons and the r sunab ‖y to the
requ,rements of Anderson County and the de very terms Anderson county also reserves the rightto nOt
avvard this b,d

EsOnuons ResDOnSC
ICSolutions has read,agreest and will comply with the requirements as stated

l 14
PROTEST: Any vendor wishing to protest the bid a、 vard sha‖ nolfy in 、
vriting the Anderson
County Purchasing Agent and the COunty La、 v D recto「 101 S ヽ
Иaln Street, Sune 310, C inton TN
37716 No protest ν
v l be accepted. except those protests made in 、
vrting and received vvthin ten(10)
calendar days of the bid a、 ャard Protests must be in 、
ャrting and envelopes/package containing protest
must be clea‖ y marked wnh bid number and wOrds ・ BID PROTEST・ The Pu「 chasing Agent, in

conjunclon with the Purchas n9 Comm SSiOn. and with the adv ce and counsel of the County Law
D recto「 ,sha‖ revie、 v and imake a final decislon as to any bid prOtest Appeals sha be f‖

Or Chancery Courts of Anderson County
V

ed in the C rcu t

ν
vthin sixty(60)dayS Ofthe final declsion

躊 。lutions Response:
ICSolutions has read′ agrees,and w‖ i connply with the requirements as stated

VENDORS PLEAS[NOTEIANDERSON COUNTYllllLL NOT STOP THE PURCHASE PROCESS THE
PURCHASE MAY BE COMPLETED OR THE PRO」 ECT MAY BE RE― BIDヽへ′HILE THE PROTEST
PROCEDUREIS ST LLIN OPERAT10N IF A RE― BIDIS MADE THE PROTESTING VENDOR SHOULD
SUBMIT A NEヽ Ⅳ BID OTHERヽ ´′ISE THEYヽ ″ LL BElrvllTHouT A BID ON THE RE‑31D FURTHER THE
RE― BIDDING ヽ
ⅣILL

NOT END THE APPEALS PROCESS IT 17vlLL CONTINUE UNTIL A FINAL
DECIS10NIS REACHED OR THE COMPLAINANTい ′lTHDRAい ノS THE APPEAL

闘

buons ResDOnSC

ICSolutions has read′ agrees,and will comply with the requirements as stated

l 15

DELIVERY

Bld prcin9 1s to include connplete supply and delve「 y lo Anderson COunty

Tennessec

ヽ
/endors a「 e to state the delvery time in the bid Anderson County requ res that vendors
delver a‖ products・ f「 ee on board"to final desi na‖ on unless indicated other、 ャise in the r bid reference

Terms&Cond蔵 lons sechon 2 4

1CSolutions has read′ agrees,and w‖ l comply with the requirements as stated ICSolutions hasincluded
our del市 ery lme‖ ne in our ProJect ttan in fx■ i贋 ,F

V

Anderson County, TN
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Esolutions Response:

-

ICSo utions has read, agrees, and will compLy with the requirements as stated. We have tncluded our

Audited Financial Statements, as requested by the County, in Exhibit I ot our response.

Elsolutions Resoonse:
ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

ftlsotutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Elsolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and wlll comply with the requirements as stated. We have included our
completed Drug-Free Workplace Affidavit, signed by our principal otficer, in Tob 7.

Elsolutions Response:
ICSo utions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
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Esotutions Response:
iCSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. As this bid is not for the
Anderson County School's Cafeteria, this requirement is not applicable.

Esolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Elsotutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Esotutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Elsolutions Resoonse:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

1.26 AWARD RESULTS: As soon as practicable after proposal or bid evaluations, Anderson County
shall post the award decision to its web page: http://andersontn.org/purchasing.hlml. lndividual notices
are normally not mailed ore-mailed except to the successful vendor.

Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Anderson County, TN
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Esolutions Resoonse:
ICSoiutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

-

ftlsolutions Response:
ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Elsolutions Response:
lcsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

klsolutions Response:
ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Esolutions Response:
ICsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated. As the contract for this bid
will not result in any cost to the County for goods or services, this requirement is not applicable.

Elsotutions Response:
ICSo utions has read, agrees, and wiil compiy with the requirements as stated.

lEsolutions Response:
iCSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.
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134 UNIT PRICE: Unit price for each unit bid shall be shown and such price shall include packing
unless otherwise specified. A total shall be entered in the amount column of the pricing page for each
item bid. ln case of discrepancy between any unit price and an extended price the unit price will be
presurned to be correct, subject. however. to correction to the same extent and in the same manner as
any other mistake.

Bolutions

Resoonse:

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

1.35 MODIFICATION OR WITHDRAWAL OF BIDS When it is certain that a mistake has been made
in the preparatron of the bid a request will be made to lhe bidder to confirm the brd. Provrsions must be
made so thal mistakes can be taken care of and ihe ambiguity resolved satisfactorily Bids may be
modified or wrthdrawn by written noiice received in the Purchasing Department prior to the time and date
set for the bid opening. The changes or withdrawal of the bids should be in writing and stgned by an
official ol the company. The envelope contarning the modification should clearly state "modification to bid:
Either the entire bid or a particular item may be wrthdrawn or modified in this manner.

Bolutions

Resoonse:
Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

1.36 PRE-BID CONFERENCES: Attendance at Pre-bid Conference is strongly encouraged. When
deemed necessary a Mandatory Pre'brd Conference will be held. A company representatrve I,4UST be in
attendance and sign the Pre-bid sign-in sheet in order to be awarded the bid.
V

BSlcligq-8e3oonr.t
Icsolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

1.37 ADDENDUM: Anderson County Government reserves the right to amend this solicitation by
addendurn. Addendum will be posted to the website purchasing@andersontn org/purchasing html up to
48 hours in advance of the bid/proposals due date and trme lt is the brdder's responsrbility to check the
website for addendum lf rn the County's opinion revisions are of such a magnrtude lhe deadline for this
solicitation may be extended rn an addendum ln addition. addendum can change specifications. reply
sheets, and times and dates for pre-bid meetings as well as due dates/deadlines for questions and
bids/proposals.

Bolutions

Resoonse:

ICSolutions has read, agrees, and will comply with the requirements as stated.

Anderson County, TN
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Highlights of our financial offer for the Anderson County. Tennessee are:

Reduced, Simplifted Colling Rotes with No Per-Coll Surchorg*!

A Commission Rote of 87.7% of Total Gross Revenue for All lnmote Teleohone Calk
A $79.O(n.(n Minimum Monthly Guorontee h Commissionoble Revenue!
Optional lnmate Voicemoil to Generote Additionol Commission Revenue
もlο
Optional Value-Added Services Avoiloble:
lnvestigotor Pro* + Cell Phone Forensics
In addition, our offer for the Jail includes all of the following at absolutely no cost to the County:
Centralized call processing via the ENFORCER@
50 stainless steel inmate telephones
1 TDDITY device
2 dedicated workstations with printers
All necessary Inmate Phone System hardware, software, and licenses
Installation, training, and warranty, maintenance, and support for the life of the contract
Interface to Jl/S for automated PlNs
Interface to Commissary for cardless debit calling & over-the-phone commissary ordering

Pre-Call Biometric Voire Verification ("Voice Print")
Word Detective@ kelnrord search powered by Nexidia
The ENFORCER@ M systems

o
o

The AttendantsM informational IVR for inmates and public callers
The Communicatorsr 100% paperless inmate communications portal

Online storage of inmate call recordings and data for the life of the contract
99.99970 system uptime guarantee

24 x 7 x 365 live, U.S.-based technical service (for facility staff) & customer service
(for called parties)

Commission Rate
ICSolutions will pay Anderson county commissions at the rate of 81.1% of rotal Gross Revenue.
commissions are calculated monthly as the stated percentage of gross revenue generated by all
comPleted inmate calls of every kind - including interstate calls. No deductions are made for bad
debt, unbillables, uncollectable revenue, or any other similar cost of providing inmate phone services.
The monthly commissionable revenue will be approximately $21,000.00, based on the industry-standard
spending rate of $70.00 per inmate each month. In order to allow for fluctuations in inmate population,
ICSolutions will guarantee the County not less than $19,000.00 of Total Gross Revenue each month, on
which commissions will be calculated at the rate of 8L.L%.

Anderson County, TN
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ICSolutions Pavs One Commission Rate for All Calls:
Icsolutions would like to highlight the fact that, for each facility, we will pay the proposed
commission rate on all types of calls - including interstate calls whose rates are capped by the FCC,
calls to cell phones, prepaid and debit calls, collect calls, and any other types of calls that are
connected through the ICSolutions Inmate Telephone System. Other vendors are using the recent FCC
ruling as a political reason to avoid paying commissions on interstate calls, but lcsolutions has not
adopted this practice. We will pay the proposed commission rate on all completed calls of every
kind, w itho ut e xception,

-

Why is Guaronteed Revenue lmportont?
It's important to note that, when companies gouge consumers (friends and family members) with
exorbitant fees, those consumers have less money left over to pay for commission-generating phone calls.
Therefore, evaluating commission offers is a complex undertaking, requiring a full understanding of the
proposed rates and fees, and all the components that can impact your actual commission dollars.
Some vendors avoid paying commissions on their revenues by assessing a long list of noncommissionable fees. Vendors may also define certain calls as special call types, outside the scope of
traditional collect, prepaid, or debit calling. For these calls, the vendor may charge higher rates and pay
lower commissions than the traditional calling options which were disclosed in the RFP response. This
practice may result in consumers paying higher prices for phone calls and facilities receiving lower

commissions

\"/

For example:
In a recent bid for an lnmate Telephone Services contract for a smaller County facility in Texas, it
was revealed through public bid documents that the current vendor had instituted two types of
"promotional calls," which were not commissioned at the same rate as traditional Collect,
Prepaid Collect, and Debit calling. While the prices for these call types were $9.99 per callto
$14.99 per call, the County received commissions of only 3% on the $9.99 calls and 10.7olo on
the $14.99 calls. These calls equated to more than 25o/o of the total calls from this County's
facilities.
This means the current phone vendor is collecting more than 90%
over a quarter of the phone calls placed from this facility!

of the revenue from

Because such a large portion of the call traffic was moved to the lower-commission-rate call

categories, the County was missing out on a great deal of commission revenue. ln fact, had the
County received its regular commission rate on these calls, they may have received upwards of
an additional $135,000 in annual commissions.
The practices described above result in an inflated-looking commission rate percentage that might look
good in a proposal, but in real life means less actual revenue for the County.

V
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While comparing commission percentages on their face value can be an important part of the proposal
evaluation process, the true test will come each year, as you add up the actual commission checks you've
received. Guaranteed revenue eliminates all uncertaintv and ensures that the County can meet its
budgetary demands, each and every year.

Inmate Voicemail (Optional)
To further increase your commission revenue, ICSolutions can deploy our optional Inmate Voicemail
solution. This service allows inmates to receive inbound voicemail messages from friends and family, who
pay a fee of $1.00 per message. The County will receive 500 of each message fee as additional

commisgion revenue.

Additional Value-Added Services Available
Utilizing our preferred vendor pricing, ICSolutions can offer the following additional value-added services,
each of which would have an impact on our compensation offer for the County. Information about each of
these products has been included in our proposal:
Cell Phone Forensics

o

one (L) portable unit can be provided, with one (1)
percentage point deducted from the proposed commission rate
o Cellebrite Cell Phone Analysis - can be provided, with three (3) percentage points
deducted from the proposed commission rate
Jail Management System (JMS) by Zuercher Technologies - detailed pricing information
available upon request
Video Visitation System by Vizvox - detailed pricing information available upon request
Investigator Profr Continuous Voice Identification - can be provided, with a 2C-per-minute
non commissionable JLG Licensing Fee added to the cost of calling
CellSense Cell Phone Detection

-

Please note that Pre-Call Voice Biometrics (voice print) is included in our base offer, at no cost and with no

impact on the County's compensation or the cost of calling,

Reduced, Simplified Calling Rates
Icsolutions proposes a reduced, simplified calling rate plan featuring one per-minute rate for all local and
long-distance calling in the United States:

I
NOIE Coll

Price per Minute (No Surcharoes!):
Anywhere in the United States:
lnternational:
I
21( per minute
, SoC per minute

]
I

Rotes shown do not include locol, county, stote ond federol toxes, regulatory lees ond

bitling fees.

Our proposed rates are more economical for inmates and their loved ones and easier to understand than
the rates currently in place at Anderson county - and they are fully compliant with all Fcc and state
regulations.

Anderson County, TN

I
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Furthermore, simple, postalized rates can increase call volumes (and thereby increase total commission
revenue) by creating a better value for inmates and their loved ones. Because there is no per-call
surcharge. telephone customers are not financially penalized for shorter-duration calls and dropped cell
phone connections, and inmates can feel free to call their loved ones more often. With this pricing
scenario, we predict that the County will experience greater inmate and constituent satisfaction with
the inmate phone system, and fewer complaints.

-

-

ICSolutions willalso eliminate some of the standard fees associated with inmate calling, such as the Bill
Statement Fee and Refund Fee. With ICSolutions, calling will be easier and more cost-effective than ever
before. ICSolutions is proud to have some of the lowest account fees in the industry - leaving more funds
available for commksion-generafing inmate calling. The list below includes many of the fees that are
charged by vendors in the Inmate Telephones Services industry today. ICSolutions' charges are noted in

the center column:

Industrv

Fee

Bi:i Statement Fee

Fundinq Fee
Mail-In Payment Fee
Western Union Payment Fee
Refund Fee
Regulatory Recovery Fee
Wireless Admin Fee
Sinqle Bill Fee
Paper Statement Fee
Account Setup Fee
Account Maintenance Fee
Inactive Account Fee
Account Close-Out Fee
Non-Subscriber Line Charge
Inmate Station Service Charqe
Cellular Telephone Surcharge
Third-Party Payment Processing

ICSolutions Fee Amount
FREE - waived for Anderson County!
$7.95 per phone or website transaction

FREE
FREE
FREE

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

- waived for Anderson CountY!

Applies To
Collect
Prepaid
Prepaid
Prepaid
Prepaid
Preoaid
Prepaid

Collect
Collect
id
id

Prepaid
Prepaid

Collect & Prepaid
Collect & Prepaid
Collect & Prepaid

FREE

Prepaid

State Regulatory Recovery Fee

FREE

Collect & Prepaid

Check/Money Order Processing

FREE

Prepaid

Fee

Fee
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DRUG‐ FREE WORKPLACE AFF:DAVIT

STATE OF TEXAS

COUNTY OF BEXAR
The undersigned, principal o価 cer of inmate Cal‖ nO sOlutions、 LLC d/bノ a lCSolutions, an

employer of ive(5)or more employees contraclng with Anderson County,9overnment to
provide construction services hereby states under oath as fb‖ ows:

l

The undersigned is a principal officer of lCSolulons (hereinafter referred to as the

Companプ ),and

is duly autho"zed to execute this AfFidavlt on behalf ofthe Company

2 The Company submls this Amdavl pursuant to T C A

§ 50‐ 9‐ 113,which requires each

employer with no less than lve(5)employees receivlng pay who contracts wth the state or
any local government to pЮ vide construction services to submit an affida宙 t stating that such
employer has a drug‐ free workplace pro9ram that complies with Title 50,Chapter 9,of the
rer2η essee

COdeス ″ηofared

3 The Companyisin compliance with T C A§

50‑9113

Further afiiant saith not.

STATE OF TEXAS

COUNTY OF BEXAR
Before me persona‖ y appeared Brendan Philbin,with whom l am persona‖ y acquainted(or
proved to me on the basis of salsfactory evidence),and WhO acknowiedged that such person
executed
the
foregoing
attdavit
for
the
purposes
therein
contained
seal at office this 13th day of J une 2014.

BONAPA COY G:MINSK:
￨lotarv Public.State of Texas

My commission expires: April 7, 2015

Andercon €oungr, TN

My Comm ssion Exp"es
Ap141 o7,2015
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BID NUMBER:4490 v
BID TITLE:Inmate Telephones&SeEWiCeS
V

OF=″ E CO″ TRACr 3′ D DOCtJME″ r47rO″

SECT10N 2.

.

BID INFORMAT10N

SECT10N 3,

I acknowledge the receipt ofi
(PICaSe write

Addenda
2.2

lnmate Ca!ling So!ulons,LLC d/b′ a lCSolutions

Yes''ifyou received)

Addcnda l Yes

3 Yes

Addenda 2 Yes

Vendor Name

Addenda4 Yes

Please list and include in your bid packet

2200 Danbury Street
all warranty

information concerning length and coverage below
("Standard Mfg. Warranty" is unacceptable):

Full warranty for contract term, no cost
2.3

Cuaranteed days

order:
2.4

45 days

Additional Shipping,
Freight or Handling Fees
0.00' ' - Toral. (To be added to bid.)
5

５
６

lf bid varies from the specifications. make full
explanation.
o/o
Payment terms shall
63y5.
Offers of less than 20 days will not be considered in
bid evaluation. Anderson County's normal payment
terms of Net 30 will be adopted if no other terrns are

27 Bdl‖ :i:綿 lT]itaЫ e

nla

J翌

Vendor Address

CLy

San Antonio

^

Texas

State

till delivery after receipt ofpurchase

be

VENDOR INFORMAT10N

n/a

days from bid

Telephone Number

Zip

78217

866‐ 228‑4040

Fax Number 210€93-1016

Mike Kennedy
Contact Person (Please Prinr)

mkennedy@icsolutions.com
E‐

Mail Address

Taxpayer ldentiflcation Number: Socia:Security,Employer

ldentincation Number

82‑0559085

opening.

Bidding on "all or none" basis X Bidding on "low
(Please check one)
item" basis
2.9 Will you honor additional purchases at this same price?
X Yes
No
2.

What is the major service or product )'our company provides?
(Explaini Describe)_

lnmate Telephone System & Services

t0 Cooperative Purchasing Agreement: Vendors are to
indicate if it is permissible for other govemmental
agencies in the State ofTennessee to purchase these items
or services at the same price. Freight charges may be
adjusted to reflect differences in delivery costs to other
locations.
Please indicate vendor's approval

Purchasing Agrecment.

X

ofthe Cooperative
Yes
I agree to abidc by all Terms and Conditions of this
Invitation o Bid and certift that I am authorized to sigrr this
bid for the vendor. Failure to include any information
mentiond in the bid or to comply with these bid instructions
may result in rcjection of your entire bid. Signing the Bid
Form affirms tlut the original lnviation for Bid document
has not been altered in any way.

The undersigned agrees if bid is acceptcd, to fumish all
license information.
State

of Tennessee Business License Number:

License

.

# 0453151

..ate of Tennessee Contractors' License Number:r,See irear /.

Yicense #

n/a

//t
5
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Client List
ICSolutions is proud of our service history, and therefore we are pleased to offer our entire client list as
references. We strive to take outstanding care of each and every account, and we believe that all of our
clients will attest to the quality of our service and technology.
In the role of Prime Contractor, ICSolutions currently provides inmate calling services to L27 state, county,
and citylregional agencies operating hundreds of facilities across the United States. As Prime Contractor,
we serve clients that house as many as 5,000 inmates, to as few as 50 or less. All of our clients rely on our
proprietary ENFORCER@ calling system to process calls, and ICSolutions' live, U.S.-based technical and
customer service experts to handle their service needs.
In the role of technology subcontractor, ICSolutions provides our ENFORCER@ calling system to more
than 20 additional clients. These accounts range in size from small local facilities, to large state DOCs
housing as many as 44,000+ inmates. ICSolutions is restricted from offering these clients as references
because our subcontractor agreements are governed by non-disclosure. However, we feel it worth
mentioning these accounts because they further substantiate The ENFORCER@ as truly scalable, hardened
technology that can be configured to perform well in a wide variety of correctional environments.

In the ten years that ICSolutions has been in business, we have not lost a single customer and we have
maintained a99% contract renewalrate. We attribute this success to three main advantages: 1)
advanced technology, 2) extraordinary customer service, and 3) increased call completion.

ICSolutions recognizes that experience is a key metric in evaluating vendors' proposals. We feel that our
experience, technology, and billing expertise enable ICSolutions to be a superior vendor of
comprehensive, reliable inmate telephone services. That's why we invite you to call anyone on our

client list.
Adams County, CO
Lt. Chris Laws

Anne Arunde! County, MD
Su perintendent Terry Kokol is

(303) 6ss-3412

(410) 222-7374

"lCSolutions has more thon delivered

on their promise to significantly increase our revenue without
impocting the fomily ond friends of our inmates. The customer service ond technicol support Adams
County receives is exceptionol. Fomily comploints ore rore. When they do occur eoch one is handled
quickly and professionally. I highly recommend lCSolutions..."
Melanie Gregory, Technical Services Manager
Adams County Sheriff's Office, CO

Anoka County, MN

Arlington County, VA

Lt. Tim Smith

(763) 323-5071

Captain Bruce Black
(703) 228-7263

Ashland Coungr, WI

Baldwin County, AL

Lt. Tony Jones

Lt. Greg Thicklin

(77s) 68s-7640

(2st) s80-2s24

ICSolutions@

-
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Baltimore County,MD

Beaufort County,SC

Mike Novia

Jeff Vort sch

(410)512‑3427

(843)255‑5180

Bexar County,TX

Blackford County,IN

Raul Banasco

Ho‖ y Clevenger

(407)702‑5666

(765)348‐ 0930x3201

Boone County,IN

8ouider County,CO

MaJor Mike N elsen

Don Keeler

(765)483‑3363

(303)441‑4682

Ca:umet County,WI

Cameron County,TX

Lt Mark VViegert

Sgt Sergio Moore

(920)849‑2335

(956)561‑0454

Carro‖

County,MD

Carson City,NV

MaJor Steve Reynolds

Sgt Cari Fry

(410)386‑2445

(775)283‐ 7845

″
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MaJor Steve Reynolds
Carro‖

County,MD

Cass County.MO
Captain Mitch Ph l‖

Laredo Processing Center,TX
Lisa Helgesen

CCA―
ps

(816)380‑8336

Webb County,TX
Lisa Helgesen

CCA‐

(318)424‐ 8125x3137

Charles County,MD
Lt G K Duffield
(301)609‑5931

(318)424‑8125x3137

CeC‖ COunty,MD
MaJor Randy Rudy
(410)996‑5800

Champaign County.IL
Captain A‖ enり ones
(217)819‑3546
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Lt Duffield

Cha‖ es

County,MD
V
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Christian County, MO

Cowley County,

Captain Bryan Gillman
(417) 830-5849

Sheriff Don Reed

Dane County, WI
Captain Richelle Anhalt
(608) 284-6165

Danville County, VA
Director Frank Mardavich

KS

(620) 227 - s444 / (620) 44L- 45 ss

(434) 799-5219

Dodge County, WI
Rodney Kreitzman
(920) 386 3733
"...The system is eosy to use (even for the detectives), provides excellent repofts, ond hos increosed our
revenues by over 20%. ICS provides an outstonding arroy of service.
Big picture: I work with controct seruices on o voriety of levels. My experience with ICS hos been, by for,
the most productive and professionol. I h[ghly recommend lnmote Colling Sotutions..."

Molly Soblewski, Jail Administrator
Dodge County Detention Facility, WI
Door County, Wl

Douglas County, KS

Lt. Tammy Sternard

Lt. Gayland Guinn
(78s) 830-1019

(563) s99-0746
"Since going

with lcsotutions we hove increosed our phone revenue by 45ok. The customer support ond
technicol suppoa provided is exceptionol. The software is very user friendly; stoff uses the system to
monitor phone colls which is o greot tool to provide focility security. Overoll, we are very pleosed with
lCSolutions and would recommend using their services."
Lt. Tammy Sternard

Door County Jail, WI

Dubuque County, lA

Erie Countlr, NY

Steve Hahlen

(s63) s99-0746

Daniel R. Centinello
(7L6) sL7 -L072

Fairfax County, VA

Floyd County Correctional Institute, GA

Captain Derek Degeare
(703) 246-7839

Warden Jeff Chandler
(706\ 236-2490

ICSolutionso
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Fond du Lac County, WI
Captain Kevin Galske
(920) 929-32s9

Floyd County Jail, GA
Chief Deputy Tom Caldwell
(706) 233-007s

"selecting lCSolutions hos increosed revenues ond Customer Seuice allows for prepoid, colling cords ond
the troditionol coLlect catls for the incorceroted residents. The operating system, "Enforcer", is user friendly
ond ovoilobte technology ollows for detectives to listen to recorded colls from their offices on desk top
computeR."
Chief Deputy Strand
Fond du Lac County Sheriff's Office,

wI

Franklin County, OH

Frederick County, MD

Lisa Taylor
(6L4) s25-4607

Lt. Joe Crisp
(301) 600-306s

GEO - Care Montgomery,
Linda Stewart
(936) 522-4200 ext. 4205
GEO -

Tx

- Southbay, FL
Olufemi "Femi" Ojo

GEO

(s61) 992-9505 ext. 106

western Region Detention Facility,

Jean
232-922t

Christopher St.
(619)

CA

Grafton County, NH
George Baldwin
(603) 787 -20L9

Graham County, AZ
Commander Tim Graver

(928)428-3t4r

Hamilton County,

Hampshire County, MA
Deputy Patrick cahillane

FL

Sheriff Harrell J. Reid
(386) 792-2004

(413) 584-5911 ext. 203

"We ore very pleosed with The ENFORCER@ system ond the investigotive tools thot it provides. We solved
o number of open coses within doys of the instollotion. The debit cord feature hos been well-received by

inmotes ond our coll volume (ond commission revenue) continues to climb. lCSolutions hos delivered
everything they promised ond more."
Sheriff J. Harrell Reid
Hamilton County Jail,

FL

lcsolutionso - Page 4
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Harford County, MD

Hoover City, AL

Capt. Tim Keggins
(410) 638-3140 ext. 2220

Lt. Chris Graves
(205) 739-7Lt9

Howard County, MD

Hunt County, TX

Lt. Larry Wilson
(410) 313-s21s

Captain Daniel Looney
(903) 453-6873

Huntington County, IN
Karen Polling
(2601 3s6-2s20

"lcsolutions hos been o great communicotlons compony in so mony ways. Since Huntington County
signed with them in 2004 the only Contoct hos been to let them know when o phone is domaged by on
inmote and they hondte everything else for us. We ot Huntington County would highly recommend
lCSolutions."
Kent Farthing, Sheriff
Tom Carney, Major
Audrey Carney, Matron
Huntington County Sheriff's Dept., IN

lowa County, WI

Jackson County, GA

Sgt. Roseann Rossing
(608) 93s-3314

(706)

Henry Thompson

Jackson County, TX
Jim Omecinski
(36L) 782-s407
Kane County, IL
Commander Corey
(630) 208-2060

Kewaunee County,

-64s3

Jo Daviess County, IL
Sgt.

john Korth

(8t5)

777 -2L4L

Kent County, MD
Hu

nger

Captain Charles Mench

grq

wl

Lt. Joe Treml

(8r5) 777

387

-2r4r

778-602s

King's Countlr, CA
Commander Jolene Vento
(559) 584-1431 x4101

"we recently moved into o new joil ond out of alL of our vendors you're the only vendor thot did whot you
said you were golng to do. seNice is o big deat to us ond your people ore very receptive, pollte ond
knowledgeable. The remote occess to the ICS system by outside agenc[es soves us time ond monpower.
We ore olso very pleosed with the 60% increose in revenue over our previous vendor.,'
Commander Jolene Vento
King's County, CA

ICSoluiions@
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Lafayette County,

FL

Sheriff Brian Lamb
(386) 294-L222
Lamar County, MS

Lake County, MI
Chief Deputy Dave Dagen

Major Mike Harlin
(601) 794-3ss9

(231) 745-27L2

Langlade County, WI
Diane Baker
(715) 627-6403
"We ore most pleosed thot we chose lCSolutions for our inmote phone provider."

Diane Baker, Jail Administrator
Langlade County, WI

larimer County,

CO

Staci Shafer

(970) 498-52t3
"lCSolutions offers o comprehensive softwore program thot is very user friendly. We hove successfully used
the investigative tools to benefit us on many criminal cases. Family complaints are minimal ond the
prepaid collect ability ollows inmotes to call cell phones that they were unable to do prior to us bringing
lCSolutions on boord. I would glodly recommend lCSolutions to other focilities looking for o new inmate
phone system vendor."
Laurie Stolen, CJM

Larimer County Sheriff's Office, CO
Lasalle Claiborne Parish Detention Facility, LA

Lincoln County, TN

Kevin Sumrall
(3r_8) 232-1s00

Chris Thornton
(931) 433-3111

Livingston County, MI

Macomb County, MI

Lt. Jeff Leveque
(s17) s40-7939

Michele Sanborn
(s86) 307-9348

ICsolutions@
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Marinette County, WI
Robert Majewski
(7Ls) 732-7630
"...ot Morlnette County it's not oll obout the money-olthough our revenue has increosed significantly. We
tend to believe that product quolity and customer service comes first. With lcsolutions we have both. ln
our business it's not too often thot you find o vendor thot really cores obout whot you wont/need ond
delivers, lCSolutions is thot vendor. We ore so sure obout their quolity of products, customer service, ond
integrity thot we continue to endorse them to other Counties. We ore proud to say that we hove been
instrumental in convincing (2) Wisconsin County's to sign with ICS ond I om sure thot mony more will
follow. We ore looking forward to o long profitoble relotionship wtth lcsolutions."
Robert Majewski, Jail Administrator
Marinette County, WI

McHenry County, IL

McNairy Coungr, TN

Janice Lumpp

Sheriff Guy Buck
(731) 64s-1004

(81s) 334-4683

"lcsolutions hos been our provider for the inmote phone system for a few years. The revenue hos
increosed substontiolly and continues to do so without effecting the inmotes'family and friends. The
progrom, especiolly the investigotive tools, is user friendly ond very sufftcient. The compony in oll aspects
is commendoble; customer service, technicol suppott to system updotes. This is o great compony to work
with and I highty recommend lCsolutions."
Janice Lumpp, Program's Director
McHenry County, IL

Mecosta County, Ml
Captain Wood
(231) s92-01s0

Middle Peninsula Regional Jail, VA
Lt. Mary Hodges
(804) 758-22L9

Midland Countlr, TX

Minnehaha County, SD

Daniel Ochoa
(432) 5 53-0312

Warden Jeff Gromer
(605) 978-5502

lCSolutions@
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Mitchell County. GA

Monroe County,

Warden Bill Terry
(239) 336-2045

Sarah Saunders
(318) 841-3130

FL

"ln November 2008, o defendont pled guilty ond wos odjudicoted guilty to (1) conspirocy to impoft 1,000
or more kilos of marijuano, (2) conspirocy to possess 6-1 kilogroms of cocaine on boord o vessel subject to
thejurisdiction of the United Stotes, ond (3) possession with intent to distribute 66.9 groms of cocaine. Our
Monroe County SO lnvestigotion with the trofficking in cocoine of opprox 70 grams ond sebure of opprox
$50,000.00 in cosh, ond then o later sebure of $15,000 in cosh was ou sebed due to monitoring one
phone coll from the ICS system. The ICS system k o prooct[ve ond reoctive resource for low enforcement
ond proved to be invaluoble tool for our ogency ond our investigotors. You con monitor colls reol time. We
hove even been oble to monitor the ca , hove investigotors ploy a 3rd porty ond subsequently complete o
s

u cce s sfu

I t ro n so ct io n. "

Lt. Nancy Alvarez

Monroe County Sheriff's Office,

FL

MTC - Bridgeport TTC

MTC - East Mississippi
Correctional Facility, MS

Warden David McComis

Terry Arnsdorff
(604) 485-5255

(940) 683-3010

MTC - East Texas Treatment Facility
Warden Mike Bell
(903) 6s5-3300

MTC - Giles Dalby Correctional Facility
Warden Stephen McAdams

MTC - Marshall County Correctional
Facility, MS

MTC - Otero County, Prison, NM
Warden James Frawner
(s75) 824-060s

(806) 49s-217s

Rebecca Martin
(662) 274-0232

MTC - South Intermediate Sanction Facility
Donnie Jones
(723\ 223-0601 ext. 238

MTC - Walnut Grove Correctional Fa€ility, MS
Keeley Morgan
(60L) 253-2348 ext. 202

MTC - West Texas

MTC - Wilkinson Correctional Facility, MS
Assistant Warden Troy Gordanier
(601) 888-3199

Intermediate sanction Facility
Warden Susan Payne
(806) 637 -4032
MTC - Willacy Correctional Facility, TX
Warden Randy Treon
(9s6) 232-0326

Muscatine County, lA
Captain Dean Naylor
(563) 262-4190 ext. 102

lcsolutionso - Page I
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New Hampshire DOC
William Wrenn
(503) 271-s603

"ICS'technology hos improved the obitity of our lnmotes and their fomilies to communicote over the
phone system with fewer diffrculties thon previous vendors. We were owore thot the call count per month
with the previous vendor hod octuolty been dropping from yeor to yeor, os hod the overoge number of coll
minutes per month. When we were flrst considering lCS, they hod indicoted to the stote thot the eose of
use of their prepaid colling service would most likely increose the coll volume from the previous vendor by
opproximotely 40%. ln oduolity, the inTeose in coll volume reolized by the stote wos neorly 700yo. Within
just a four month period, from Morch through June, 2008, the averoge call count per month rose from
opproximotely 30,000 colls with the previous vendor (in 2007) to almost 60,000 with lCSolutions. ln Morch
2009, our coll volume reoched 68,452 which represents on inueose of 128% from catk in 2007, ond this
with on inmote populotion increose of obout 5%."
William Wrenn, DOC Commissioner
New Hampshire DOC
Ocala Re-Entry Center. FL
Sandy Malpica
(352) 351-1280

Onondaga County, NY
Capta in George Manolis
(31.5)

435-5881 ext. 233

Osceola County, FL
Captain Yuberky Almonte
(407) 742-4426

"...Our facility utitbes the ICS phone system, doiLy, ond with multiple users. The teodership ond customer
service ot ICS is second to none. The expeftise of their enginees ond service people can be summed up in

one word

-

excellent. Slnce we use the system extens[vely we hove suggested things thot we believed
would help us in the low enforcement community to do our jobs more effective[y - and ICS hos
implemented these "extros" without question...The system provides excellent repofts, ond is eosy to
novigote. Chonges ore mode with simple key strokes. ln addition to bosic monitoring ond recording, the

system has revolutionory investigotive opplicotions that hove proven involuoble for
investigotions os welt os those conducted with otherjoint federol, stote, ond locol ogencies...,'
Captain George Manolis
Onondaga County, NY

lCSolutions@
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our

focility

Clientム ist
Ozaukee County, WI
Lt. Jeff Sauer
(262) 238-8432

Outagamie County, WI
Captain Dave Kiesner
(920) 832-5677

"lC Solutions hos provided exceptional customer service ond technical support to Ozoukee County. lC
Solutions hos otlowed Ozoukee County to increose our phone revenues by 44ok without having o negative
finoncial impoct on the inmote populotion. The investigotive tools ore eosy to use for our stoff to monitor
ond record inmote phone calls. The relotionship Ozoukee County has had with lC Solutions hos been very
professionol ond productive. I would highly recommend lC Solutions to ony focility considering them for
phone services."
Lt. ,effrey Sauer, Jail Administrator

Ozaukee County, WI

Palo Pinto County, TX
Walt Rucker

Pemiscot County, MO

(940) 6s9-1290

(573) 333-4101

Petersburg City, VA

Placer Countyr, CA
591. Mark Mackay
(530) 889-6931

Lt. Josh Bost

Sheriff Vanessa Crawford
(803) 733-2369 ext. 4125
Ramsey County, MN
Adult Workhouse Center
Captain Marshall Tschida
(651) 256-1458

"Since replocing our old phone service with lCS, we hove not only hod much better service but we hove

also hod alt of our phones in operotion. When ICS come to our ioil we hod L3 phones from the old
compony not working ond by the time we were cut over to ICS oLt of the phones were operationol.
Also, I am o person that enjoys being treoted like o customer, ond most vendors tend to treot counti"s os
if there is no need to treot us like privote customers. ICS hos treoted us like a private customer ond the
response

on questions ond service

hos been impeccoble. Here

ot Romsey county, we think lcs is by far

one of our best vendors."

Bill Burkhart, Program's Director
Ramsey County Sheriff's Office, MN

Rutherford County Work Center, TN
Superintendent Bernard SalandY

(61s) 642-9133

Sacramento County, CA
Matt Petersen

(9t6\

tcsolutions@
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Santa Barbara County,CA
Lt Tim McWi lams
(805)681‑4047

Santa Ana City,CA
Jaime Manriquez

(714)245‑8104

"Switching to lcsolutions wos o greot decision thot has poid off for the City in mony ways. We benefit
from high quality customer service for inmates, fomilies and the City, ond the technology is the best we've
ever had. Updotes ore provided automaticotly so thot we olwoys hove the lotest ond greotest. On top of
that, revenue from the system hos increosed by 53%."
Chris Laugenour, Principal Management Analyst
Santa Ana City Jail, CA

Santa Cru2 COunty.CA

Simpson County,MS

Miche‖ e Rodriguez

Captain Fred Wiliams

(831)454‑3184

(601)847‑2130

"lcsotutions' Technology is a lot better thon what we hod before. There's really no comporbon. Now thot
we are with ICS we know that all our questions and concerns will be oddressed in o timely foshion.
Customer Suppott b greot, ond we reolty like the fact thot they ore o locol company - they have come to
our focility ot o moment's notice to fix o problem. You con't beot thot! As if thot wosn't enough, our
revenue hos increosed, too. Revenue for Moy, 2009 wos 67.7"k higher thon Moy, 2008. We really con't soy
V

enough obout the softwore ond how eosy it's
been working with lCS."
Tracy Herfindah
Santa Cruz County, CA
I

Somerset County,MD

Southwest Virginia RegiOnal Ja‖

Warden Louis Hickman
(401)651‑9223

(276)739‑3520

St.Louis County,MO

St.Mary's County,MD

Tricla Rodgers

Mlchael Merican

(314)615‐ 5761

(301)475‑4200 ext 2241

Authority

Mike Price

"Selecting lcsolutions os our inmate phone provider wos the best decision. Sometimes I wonder why we
ever used onother compony. lCSolutions is inmote-oriented offering reosonable rotes ond couing options.
The responsiveness of technlcol suppott, soles stoff, ond local repoir personnel is exceptionoL tn oddition,
the system is feoture-rich, offering on excellent group of investigotive features.,,
Tricia Rodgers, Court Administrator
St. Louis County, MO

Stearns County,MN
Mary Ann Tenvey
(320)656‑6649

Summit County,oH
John D 3arttckman

(330)643‑2151

IGSolutions@

-
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CIfent List
Sussex County, VA
Sheriff Raymond Bell
(434) 246-5000

Sunflower County, MS
Sheriff iames Haywood
(662) 887 -2L21

"l om completely sotisfied with the inmote phone system provided by lcsolutions. When we hove on
occasionol broken phone one coll gets a service mon here to take core of the problem. lcan highly
recommend lCSolutions' service".
Eddie Bounds, Jail Administrator

Sunflower County, MS

Facility Director Rivera
(407) 846-0068

Ulster County, NY
Sheriff Paul VanBlarcum
(845) 340-3303

Virginia Peninsula Regional Jail Authority, VA

Walworth County, Wl

Major Frank Huotte

John Delaney

(7s7) 820-3903

(262) 74L-45LO

Transition House,

FL

"lCSolutions is honds down the best service provider we hove done business with during my 1.3 yeors here
ot the joit. Thei software is eosy to use ond the evidence obtoined from the recordings hos ossisted with

severol criminol ond disciptinory investigations. They not only provide monthly check ups on their
equipment, but they are incredibly quick to respond to service requests. Their customer service is oLwoys
pleosont ond helpful around the clock. lf they don't hove the onswer immediotely, they will tell you up
front, find the solution, ond contoct you bock in a timety monner. I highly recommend lCSolutions to ony
correctionoL facility in the morket for a phone provider."
Sgt. Howard Sawyers,.lail Training Sergeant

Walworth County, WI

Warren Countlr, OH

Washington County, MD

Adela H. Dingman
(s13) 695- 1320

Warden Craig Rowe
(240) 3L3-2L2t

"Worren County hos been using lcsolutions since 2004 ond we hove been ertremely sotisfied with the
serv[ce. The revenue we receive on inmate colls hove increosed significontly since our move to lcsolutions.
They hove also been very instrumentol in aiding our Prosecutor's Office in clostng coses ond convicting
criminols. The customer service is top of the line. We have never hod on lssue that wos not resolved
quickly. The program itseLf is eosy to navigate through ond use with minimal troining involved. We ore o
very sotisfied customer ond would glodly recommend lCSolutions os an inmate phone system to anyone."
Adela Dingman, Telephone Operations Supervisor
Warren County, OH

Icsolutions@

-
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Cfient
Washington County, OH
Ben Arnold

Washington County.
Captain Shirley Miller

(740) 374-7667 ext. L4

(262) 33s-6860

wl

"lCS hos provided our depoftment with a much more customer friendly service to offer the inmote's
fomilies. The technlcol support center staff is very coufteous and responsive to our service needs. The
knowledgeoble stoff keeps us well informed on the progress of problems that we report until o fix is found.
We look forword to continuing to provide the inmotes and their fomilies with foir ond reliabte phone
services through lCS."
Shirley Miller, Jail Administrator
Washington County Jail, WI

Waukesha County, WI

Waushara County, WI

Cindy Greco
(262) s48-7889

George Peterman

Wicomico Countyr, MD
Major Les Moore
(410) 548-4850 ext.330

Winnebago County. WI

Wyoming DOC

Yakima Coungr. WA

(920) 76s-t498

Captain Greg Cianciolo
(920) 236-7339

Jamie Spezzano

Milt Ewing

(307\ 777 -8s08

(s09) 574-2704

"All requests for service are handled promptly ond we are alwoys kept opproked of project progress ond
completton. With our previous vendor, we were never odvised of odvonces in technology. When we did
decide to go out to RFP, we were omozed ot the new options ovoilable. ICS is olwoys opprooching us with
new technology ond moking it ovailoble to us. With our old vendor, our checks were olways for the same
omount every month. We were never given breokdowns on why our revenue remoined the same ond we
hod no access to thot coll detoil information. We reduced the cost of calls with lcsolutions ond still our
revenues increosed from $16K per month to opproximately $25K per month."
Jamie Spezzano
Wyoming DOC

lCSolutions@

-
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fnrmate Gallirng Solrrtions
(IGSolrrtiorns')
A leading provider of telecommunications
products and services designed specifically
for the corrections industry.

0ur mission is to offer conectional
facilities the most technologically

to mention more complaints from both
inmates and families.

advanced and sophisticated inmate
telephone system available. 0ur turn-

lCSolutions was formed out of a billing

key, marketspecific telecommunications

company that specialized in innova-

products meet the unique challenges of

tive technology and alternative billing

today's dynamic corrections environment,

methods. Armed with billing and taxa-

and we back it up with unsurpassed

tion expertise, the company launched its

technical support and customer service.

Point-of-Sale Prepaid Col lect'" (PSPC*)

lCSolutions' innovative inmate calling

application, a revolutionary approach to

services help inmates stay connected with

inmate calling which incorporates a com-

their family and friends and let correction-

plimentary first call to friends and family

alfacilities optimize the calling platform

with direct access to a live billing agent

investigative capabilities.

and multiple payment options. 0thers have
attempted t0 copy the PSPC application,

lCSolutions was founded in 2002 to

but lCSolutions is still the only company

address two trends in telecommunica-

in todays market that offers free account

tions that were dramatically impacting

setup and management options.

the conections market: the emergence
lCSolutions remains committed to blazing

of Competitive Local Exchange Carriers
(CLEC), and the proliferation of cellular

a trail in the corrections industry by of-

phones as the primary communications

fering innovative technology and superior

method for many households.

customer service. The company's flagship

Because neither of these communication

maximize call completion, thereby allow-

system, The ENF0RCER@, is engineered to

I$I1

methods supported collect call billing, the

ing lower calling rates t0 the consumer

corrections industry experienced increased

while increasing the revenue stream for

blocked calls and plunging revenue, not

conectional facilities.
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Keefe Group has been exclusively serving the correctional

industry standards for commissary technology. Whether

industry since 1 975. Over the past 35+ years, Keefe
has become the market leader in providing high-quality

your facility houses 50 or 10,000 inmates, KCN offers

the flexibility and convenience you need t0 manage your

products specifically designed for the safety and security

commissary.

of the conectional environment, state-of-the-art technologies which increase the safety and efficiencies of correc-

tional operations, and automated commissary management services. Keefe Group has expanded its correctional
offerings by recently acquiring lCSolutions, a leading
provider of inmate phone technologies and services.
Together, the Keefe Group companies combine to provide

the m0st innovative and integrated variety of products,
technologies and services available to the correctional
industry, through one single provider. We look forward to

continuing to provide our customers with the highest qual-

ity products, state-of-the-art technologies and exceptional
service, all integrated into a single provider solution.

Keefe Supply
Since its inception, Keefe Supply has been a pioneer in
providing high-quality, secure commissary products t0 the
correctional market.By developing a full line of private
label brands and partnering with many name brand
companies, Keefe ensures that the right products and
packaging reach the conectional market. A company-wide

Access Securepak@
The Access Securepak Custom Package Program is
designed to meet the unique needs of correctional facili-

ties and inmates' loved ones alike. The program not only
allows inmates'family members and friends to send packages, it also eliminates contraband and reduces labor and
package processing time. With customized online ordering

and pre-printed order forms, customers may choose a
method best suited for their needs. lts the most comprehensive such program in the correctional industry.

Access CorrectionsrM
Keefe Group established Access Corrections to develop
and offer new techn0logies and services that increase

efficiencies and securlty throughout the correctional
industry. Leading the way on several fronts, Access
Corrections helps correctional facilities streamline the
way they manage and process the flow of information,
financial transactions and entertainment for inmates and

their families.

commitment to always being accountable for the ultimate
satisfaction of every customer has been the key to the
company's success and consistently keeps it head and

shoulders above the competition.

Keefe Commissary Network (KCNlWhen you're ready

″C
Kefe Supplg Compang

・
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to turn over your commissary 0perati0n to an outside

providet count 0n KCN as your dependable partner.lt's the
nati0n s leading privatized commissary providel serving

more inmates than all of its competitors combined. By
listening closely to what the customers need, and writing
and supporting all of their own software, KCN has set the

Iiil

K@fe
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Network
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WhyYou Should Choose ICSolutions
As one of the fastest-growing inmate
calling providers in the country, lCSolutions
combines fully integrated hardware and

feature-rich software applications to deliver

lGSolutions is guided hy a seasoned
management team that boasts more
than 2fi1years combined experience in
the industry. Now backed by the expertise

recording, monitoring and investigative

of the nation s largest comm issary providet
the company is positioned to transform the

features, along with expansive turn-key

inmate calling industry through continued

a comprehensive set of call processing,

payment services. Key elements of our

investment in research and development

state-of-the-art service package include:

and expanded capabilities.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The ENFOBCEH@ leading-edge call

lCSolutions' seamless integration with

processing platform

Keefe's commissary and banking system

lntegrated recording and monitoring

is one of the many advantages to this new

Unparalleled networking capabilities
Unlimited remote access

enterprise. Utilizing The ENF0RCER callprocessing platform, inmates will be able

Validation and fraud prevention

to place commissary orders, check account

features

balances and directly access trust funds

Point-of-Sale Prepaid Collect" (PSPC*)

for debit calling. This integration results in

lndustry-leadingcontinuousvoice

administrative efficiency, expanded cal ling

biometrics

options, increased call completion and

Visitation recording and monitoring

ultimately, more revenue for our clients.

Established interfaces with inmate
trust, commissary, JMS and victim

By leveraging their formidable management

notification systems

experience and the industry expertise of

V2* video visitation solutrons

Keefe Group, lCSolutions has become

tion solutions

the benchmark by which all other
inmate telephone seruice providers are

24ll

measured.

CELL

detective* cellular phone deteccuslomer service and tech support

W.hy

Iorr thould Ghoorc

=CHIt
A GOMMITMEI{T TO EXCETTEIICE
We're committed t0 providing the most innovative, technologically advanced telecommunica-

tions s0lutions to correctional facilities. We
develop our products with y0ur unique needs in
mind. bringing the reliability, flexibility and capabilities that your constantly evolving industry
demands. Features include:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

A superior call-control platform
Flexible administrative capabilities
Extensive fraud prevention features

Advanced investigative tools to improve
efficiency
Continuous voice biometric

identification
Time-saving features in a sophisticated

call player
Access t0 lCSolutions and Keefe Group

products

EXCEPTIOI{At CUSTOMER SERVICE
At lCSolutions we understand that the corneF
stone of a lasting partnership is exceptional

customer service. Thats why we've always made
it our top priority and can boast a 99% customer
retention rate-the highest in the industry. Our
goal is to continually exceed y0ur expectations
by providing the most timely and innovative s0lutions for all your needs, including:

.
.
.
.

Professionally planned and coordinated
service transition

Dedicated account management
2417 cetrtfied tec h n ica I support
A nationwide neh,{ork of local repa,r

technicians

SUPERIOB REVENUE GENERATIOI{

AND ACCOUIITABTTITY
lCS0lutions delivers on our promise to significantly increase your facilitys revenue by
providing inmates'families and friends with
flexible payment options and realtime access to
live payment agents. And we do so with fewer
obstacles and complaints by providing:

.
.
.
.
.
.

The highest call completion
Flexible call rates and commission plans
Reasonable fee options

A real{ime revenue audit trail
Multiple payment methods

24/7 called party support with access to
live. bilingual agents
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The ENFORGER@ Advantage
Inmate CaIl Processing Technology

The ENF0RCER@ by lCSolutions is a fully integrated,

self-contained, call-processing platform that leverages
state-of-the art hardware and a Linux-based operating
system coupled with a PostgreS0l relational database.

We developed The ENF0RCEB to address our customers'
needs and performance demands. All components for
placing automated collect, debit and prepaid calls, digital
call recordings, silent call-monitoring and data collec-

tion are contained within a single, compact unit, ensuring optimum performance and maximum efficiency. The
ENF0RCER Advantage provides:

'
.

Up to 40 percent increased call volume

lntegrated collect, debit and prepaid collect calling
options

I

Flexible call rate options

I

Total accountability, via realtime rating and valida-

tion of commissions
Time savings

-

realtime interface to jail management

and commissary systems
Voice print

-

PIN verification

Continuous voice analysis-imposter identification

lnnovative investigative tools
Unlimited remote access
0nboard self diagnostic applications
Free software upgrades throughout contract term

2417 lechnical support

し

The=NF● RC=RO二 dvantage
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ENFORCERE

The ENF0RCEB
Custom Display Screen
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The system is equipped with
̀,

extensive search capabilities.
By accessinq the "Call lnfo"
module, the user can customize the data flelds

that are

displayed. He/she can also
customize the screen layout by

selecting the data columns to
display and the order in which
they appear. These prefer
ences can then be set as the
default for that particular user.

V

The ENF0RCER

ENFORCERE
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lnmate lnlormation Scrcon
The system is designed

to support "single screen
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navigation," whereby a user
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can access all information/
‐

calling activity for a particular
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inmate from the lnmate Profile
Screen. This approach delivers
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operational efficiencies for all
users. Additionally, the user/

investigator can activate the
various alert optlons from this

―
―

screen.

"We're very pleased with The ENFORCER -'l
f
I system and the investigative tools that it provides. I
of open cases within days of I
I *" solved a number
installing the system."
lJ
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Unique Prepaid Calling Alternative
With the unique Point-of-Sale PrePaid Collect

(PSPC),

lCSolutions brings prepaid calling alternatives to the corrections industry. Offering real-time payment alterna-

tives for called parties that would otheruise be blocked
due to credit issues or lack of billing anangements, PSPC

instead connects the called party with 0ur customer service center t0 establlsh billing arrangements. An acc0unt
is typically set up in 15 minutes or less, and inmate calling
access is available. Other Point-of-Sale PrePaid Collect

advantages include:

'
.
.
.

可

一

」

.
.
.
.
.
,
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Up to 40 percent increased call volume

Eliminated/reducedcomplaints
lnstant call center connection
2417 called-party support

with access to live,

bilingualagents
0ngoing automated access t0 payment options
Low balance warning
Zero balance notification
Balance announcement on every call

Toll-free telephone access to account
Web access to account

Fofilffi

目

Honr PSPC Works
The inmate dials the destination number. The ENF0RCER@ determines

that

the number is a cell phone.

The ENF0RCER completes an initial

complimentary call. The called party is
instructed to accept by dialing "5" on
their telephone keypad.

After the called party accepts and completes the complimentary call, she or
he rs connected to the payment center.

A live, bilingual agent will offer several
payment options to the called party.
0nce the called party selects the option

that best fits her/his budget, our agent
establishes an account within minutes
and the called party can accept calls

from her/his incarcerated loved one.

Finally, the called party is provided with

information regarding our various N0
FEE

account funding options.

Gontinrrous Voice Biornetrics
The Investigator PROrU by JLG Technologry, LtC
Crime Detection and Prevention System

-

even when the inmate who

The lnvestigator PB0 voice biometric tech-

on every call

nology is the most advanced crime detec-

places the call hands the phone to another

tion and prevention solution available in
todays market. lightly integrated with The

inmate.

ENF0RCER@

calling platform, this solution

HOW DOES ITWORK?

provides unrivalled phone surveillance

When a call is completed, the software

technology and successfully addresses the

immediately performs billions of math-

concerns of PIN sharing.

ematical computations to intelligently
compare the voice models of previously

lnmates continue to find new ways t0

enrolled inmates with the voices on the

commit and hide crime over inmate tele-

call. ln this way, the software can identify

phone systems, including using another

those attempting to abuse the system by

inmate's PIN number. Standard biometrics

using another inmate s PIN number.

is only capable of validating the ldentity of
a caller before the call starts. ln c0ntrast,

WHY DOES IT MATTER?

continuous voice biometrics finds and

Saddled with increasing case loads and

reports the identities of voices over the

decreased budgets, investigators could

entire course of the conversation,

spend countless hours listening to inmate

conversations to build their case file. Leveraging the continuous voice biometrics
system, investigators can quickly identify
calls of interest and dramatically reduce
listening time. Ultimately, this technology
helps investigators more effectively and

efficiently stop inmate crime and protect
the public.
HOW DOES IT OIFFER?

All calls are analyzed t0 locate and report
the identity of

fie

inmate using another

inmates PIN number.

し

Gontlnno,ur Yolco Blonotrlar
The JLG Call Player is the

most advanced player in today's market. lts loaded with

time-saving features such as
playback acceleration, skip
pauses and three-way iump,

触
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meaning the investigator/
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How The Investigator Pro rM
differs from other systems:

user needs significantly less

タ
‐

time to review calls.

lnvestigator Pro

other Biometric

Verification

Ensures PIN owner identity at start of call

YES

YES

Ensures PIN 0wner identity thr0ughout call

YES

NO

Alerts you if other inmates appear on the call

YES

NO

ldentifies the vorces of all inmates on call

YES

NO

Helps stop inmates stealing others'PlNs

YES

YES

Helps stop inmates sharing others'PlNs

YES

NO

Ensures validity of the call database

YES

NO

Alerts rnvestigators when ITS abuse occurs

YES

NO

Finds and reports patterns

YES

NO

of in-call suspicious behavior

V

０
Ｎ

YES

Leads investigators to high-risk phone calls

YES

０
Ｎ

Sea,rres datahase based on r1-ate v0 ces

to basic monitoring and recording, the -l
l- "I. addition
I system has investigative applications that have been I
to our facility investigations as well as
I invaluable
I
those conducted with other ... agencies." J
L
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Customer Testimonials
"lCSolutions has more than delivered on their promise to significantly increase our revenue without impacting the family and
friends of our inmates. The customer service and technical support Adams County receives is exceptional. Family complaints
are rcre, and when they do occur, each one is handled quickly

and professionally. I highly recommend lCSolutions."

Adams County Sheriff's 0tfice, Colorado

"We're very pleased with The ENFORCER@ system and the
investigative tools that it provides. We solved a number of
open cases within days of installing the system. The debit card
feature has been well-received by inmates, and our call volume

andcommission revenue continue to climb. lCSolutions has
delivered everything they promised and more."

Hamilton Gounty Jail, Florida

"lCS' technology has improved the ability of our inmates and
their families to communicate by phone system with fewer

difficulties than previous vendors. The call count per month the
average number of call minutes per month had been dropping from year t0 year. When we began talks with lCS, they
noted that their prepaid calling service would ... increase call
volume from the previous vendor by approximately 40 percent.
ln actualig, callvolume increased nearly 100 percent."

New Hampshire Department of Corrections

IDontt Iutt Tahe
●ur

Wo「 dl

roF le...

"Our facility utilizes tne tCS phone system daily and with

multiple users. Ihe leadership and custoner seruice at
ICS is second t0 nlne, and the expertise of their engineers
and service people can be summed up in one

word-ex-

cellent. Because we use the system extensively, we've
suggested things that we believe would help us do our
jobs more effectively, and ICS has implemented these
'extras' without question."

Onondaga County, I[ew York

"

sometimes I wonder why we ever used another clmpany.
lCsolutions is inmate-oriented offering reasonable rates
and calling options. The responsiveness of technical support, sales staff and local repair personnel is exceptional.
ln addition, the system is feature-rich, offering an excellent group of Investigative features."
St. Louis County, Missouri

"Overall, ICSs attention ta detail and use of the lnternet
for reporting, tracking, etc.

r.s

a wonderful bonus. The ICS

folks address concerns quickly and efficiently without
deflecting the issue."

Brown County, Wisconsin

V

Solutions
dvanced Technology
800.65

.

San Antonio, Texas 782 l7
sales@icsolutions.com
www.icsolutions.com

2200 Danbury St.

1.3845 .
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lnnovative Solutions and Exceptlonal Service

10880 1inpage Place o Saint Louis,Missouri 63132

8008645986
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ITC7090SS Full Size Coinless Phone
with Volume Control
THEINDuSTRY STANDARD:
・

l l

The oven″ helnning choice for State Pnson Systems,The
Federal Bureau of Prisons and County Facilities
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DuraClear Technology is Here!

"

APPLICATIONS:
. Prisons, inmate facilities
. Airports, courtesy phones, taxi phones
o Universities,schools
. Any location where coinless is a low maintenance, low
cost alternative

ORDERING OPT:ONS:
ITC7090SS Fu‖ Sized Stainless Steel Phone
lTC7090SSDC Fu‖ Sized SS Phone vv/DuraClear°
ITC7090SS PSP Pnvate speaker Phone(not piCtured)

V

FEATURES:

o
.
o
.
.
o
o
o
o

Built-in user controlled volume "LOUD" button for ADA mandated volume control
(must be user-controlled volume amplification AND volume must reset to normal with
on-hook to meet ADA requirements)
Brushed stainless steel provides rugged vandal resistant telephone housing
designed and built for inmate use
Confidencer technology, built into every dial, filters out background noise at the
user's location, allowing better sound to the called party
All-in-one electronic dial features modular incoming line and handset connections for
quick maintenance. Carbon and DuraClear@ Handsets have separate 4-pin
connections.
Heavy chrome metal keypad bezel, buttons, and hookswitch lever withstand abuse
and vandalism
Armored handset cord is equipped with a steel lanyard (1000# pull strength) and
secured with a 14 gauge retainer bracket for maximum vandal resistance
Handset has sealed transmitter and receiver caps, suitable for heavy use and abuse
locations
Pin-in-head security screws minimize tampering
Hearing aid compatible and FCC registered (DF4USA-75652-CC_E)

WinteP Inmate Telephones
V

Engineering staff with Experience in Telephony introduced Duraclear@ Technology to the
design of the lndustry Standard lnmate Telephonel lnstalling Wintel@ phones or retrofitting
Duraclear@ Technology from Wintel@ will dramatically improve voice transmission and lower
repair costs. Currently installed in several State Pnson Systems, this revolutionary technology,
only available at Wintel, eliminates "Can't be heard" complaints and is not affected by moisture
or weather. DuraClear@ handsets have shown below 7% replacement rates over the course of
a yearl
Wintel@ maintains the highest quality standards and offers the listed descriptions of the
manufacturing processes and quality testing requirements used to build the industry standard
inmate telephone.

a staff of 20 in Longwood Florida to build the telephones and telephone
handsets. Wintel invites any State or County official wishing to inspect the manufacturing facility
to come see one of the only telephone handset manufacturers left in the United States.

Wintel@ employs

Qualitv and Manufacturinq Specifications:

o

State of the Art Metal Weldments & Manufacturing: Programmable Robotic welding
system used to provide precise clean welds. Precision welds nearly eliminate rough, buffed
out corners. All internal studs are Stainless Steel and are precision welded.

.

Designed for lnmate Use: VMntel@ lnmate Telephones are designed for the use and abuse
typically visited on an inmate telephone. From the heavy gage steel housings to the s-point
security system designed to keep the phone secure, Wintel@ phones are designed to be
offender phones.

o

The ONLY true ADA compliant Volume Control: The ADA requires Volume control to be
USER controlled; Wntel@ phones feature a LOUD button to the right of the keypad.
The competitors phones have No bufton = no user control = non-compliant!

.

Magnetic Hookswitch: Wintel phones have the only standard magnetic hookswitch to
eliminate trouble calls.

.

Conformal Coating of Electronics: Printed Circuit Board is coated with conformal coating
to protect the electronics from moisture and increase the life of the product.

.

Rhino@ Handset: Patented method ofanchoring the steel lanyard through the length ofthe

handle to the receiver end gives \Mntel the only true winner in the 1000 pound pull
strength test.

.

DuraClear@Technology:
Magnetically activated transmitter replaces the old style carbon transmitters
Four times (4X) the life of the standard carbon transmitter and no more
Pefforms even in the poorest line conditions found in State Prison Systems
i.e. low loop current, low voltage, high resistance
Looks the same. to the user, as the standard Rhino@ Handset
DuraClea@ is unaffected by moisture and humidity, unlike carbon transmitters
DuraClear@ is new and patented technology, found ONLY at Wintel@
The sound is much Louder, Clearer and Crisper with DuraClear@

V
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The Wintel@ Rhino handset has the lowest replacement rate in the Prison lndustry. Standard
industry replacement rates are above 35%; The Rhino@ replacement rate is below 10%. The
Wintel@ Duraclear@ Handset has shown replacement rates of below 7%!

The Rhino@ and Duraclear@ handsets are designed to meet or beat all of the published
specifications for handsets for use on public terminals in North America. ln addition, the
Wintel@ Rhino@ handsets are designed and manufactured for use in the lndustry Leading
lnmate Telephones. The handset has strength and durability characteristics that exceed any
other handset manufactured today.

Phvsical Soecifications:

.

lmpact Strength of Plastic Handle: Exceeds 80 foot-pounds. (This is tested using an
eight-pound sledge that is dropped 10 feet. Five impact points are hit in succession.) All
competitive handsets tested failed the 80 ft-lb. impact test, and most fail a 40 ft-lb. impact
test.
Pull Strength: Exceeds 1000 foot-pounds. (Actual results are around 1200 ft-lbs. This test
is the handset as a unit, not just the lanyard. The test is done by connecting the plastic
handle to one end of the test fixture and the retaining ring on the end of the lanyard to the
other end of the test fixture. This ensures that the plastic, the lanyard, and the stops on both
ends of the lanyard can withstand a pull of at least 1000 ft-lbs.) All competitive handsets,
even those using a heavy-duty lanyard, fail. Usually their failure is the stops pull loose or
the plastic breaks or pulls out. Most competitive handsets fail at around 325 ft-lbs. of pull.
Cap Removal Torque: Exceeds 125 footpounds of pressure to remove black plastic caps
from the handle. (This ensures that the caps cannot be removed by the inmate using
makeshift tools or bare-hands. As a comparison, lug bolts for car tires require about 75 ftlbs. of torque to remove.) No competitive handset comes close to this specification, with
most opening at around 35 ft-lbs.

Wire: Stranded wire of at least 24 gauge is used to ensure good transmission quality and
flexibility and durability. The insulation is Teflon@, which does not support a flame from
heat. (Cigarette lighters or other types of insulation will cause the insulation to catch fire and
burn.) Most competitors use a smaller gauge wire and a cheaper insulation, resulting in
potential problems for transmission and fire.
Electrical Connections: AMP (Tyco) connectors are used for all electrical connections,
except for direct connections (solder) that are used on critical points where moisture or
vandalism can be a problem with pressure connectors.

Plastic: A special blend of lexan plastic is used that has high strength, won't sustain

flame once the heat source is removed and has UV protection for sun exposure.

Armored Cord: Flexible stainless steel with interlocking wrap.

VVintel③

407‑834‑1188
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Inmate Dial Ooerational Specifications Rev. 2.3

I.

External

A.

Telephone

L
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

B.

On-Hook Tip-Ring Voltage: 20 to 75 VDC
With Carbon Handset
a) OIf-Hook Tip-Ring Voltage: 4 to 16 VDC
/8 kr l0() mA
h) Loop Current:
With Dur:aClear@ Handset
a) Off-Hook TipRing Voltage: 3.5 to 16 VDC
/4 to 100 mA
h) Loop Current:
Confidenser (Background Noise Suppression) Settings (Carbon & DuraClear@)
odB Attenuation
a) Switches 2 & 3 off
b) Switch 2 off, Switch 3 on 3dB
c) Switch 2 on, Switch 3 off 6dB
d) Switches2&3or 9dB
Polarity Guard (DTMF Touchtone Enable/Disable)
a) Switch I Up off: Line Polarity no impact on DTMF touchtone operation.
b) Switch I Down on: Line Polarity reversal, DTMF touchtone will not function.
DTMF Dialing
a) Minimum Tone Duration E5mS
b) Tone Amplitude -7dBm
c) DTMF "Power Booster" on Poor Loop Conditions

Environmental

. Storage Temperature: -40 to 125 oC
-25 to 75 "C
2. Operating Temperature:
0 to 80% non-condensing
3. Humidity:
0.5g (0 to 100 Hz)
4. Vibration:
'l

1g (1 00 to 500 Hz)

Volume Control Dial: ITC Dial 254M Assembly (Wintel PN 63-30-018)
Non-Volume Control Dial: ITC Dial 150M Assembly (Wintel PN 63-30-017)

Notc: Retl/Boltl Items Ne* or Improvctl to llev.2.3, not includctl on Rer'' 2'2
For additional information, please call (407)834-l 188.

Reviscd:06/29/1010:31 AM

Supercom 4400
Loaded with advanced capabilities, the Supercom 4400 is the most sophisticated nonprinting TTY available. Save and review conversations, auto-answer messages, and
memos in its 32K memory. Store hundreds of telephone numbers by name, the
Supercom 4400 can dial for you! lts user-programmable relay voice announcer tells
people they have reached a TTY and asks them to use a TTY or dial relay. lt even tells
them the relay phone number that you have entered.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
'

32k memory
Turbo Cod@ and Auto lDrM
E-Turbo for simplified relay calling"*
Direct connect (with 2 jacks) to standard telephone lines
Built-in ring flasher
Auto-Answer (with programmable message)
Auto-busy redial, Wait for Response and 3-way calling
Remote message retrieval
User-programmable Relay Voice Announcer
Keyboard dialing, follow-on dialing, tone or pulse dial
Memory dialing/redial
Computer-stylekeyboard
TTY AnnouncerrM
GA/SK and arrow keys
Printer port to connect to external printer

V

Tota:Access 924e(2nd Cen)
Part Numberi 4242924Ll
The Total Access 924o muLi‐ Tl lP Business Cateway provides S:P‐ gateway
funclonal

り,a robustip router,輌『o随 ‖and VPN ttnclona:ity,and suppolt for a

number of analog and digital interfaces for existing phone equipment, or for the combination of an lP PBX and an analog
fax. phones, or modem.

.
.

o

Four T1ldual Ethemet platform, 24 analog FXS interfaces, integrated DSX-1
ldeal for networks transitioning to VolP and an all lP voice and data WAN
See Alternate Configurations under System Options Tab to select part numbers for Total Access 924e chassis with
16 FXS + I FXO interfaces for a mixed analog environment and for Total Access 924e chassis with orrboatd
hardware'based VPN fu nctionalig

Features and Benefits

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Carrier-class, cost-effective multi-Tl/dual Ethernet lP Business Gateway for integrated services such as VolP

Supports up lo 24 analog interfaces for legacy equipment
lntegral DSX-1 PRI/CAS for PBX connectivity
Transparent proxy with survivability for network outages

Voice Quality Monitoring (VQM) for enhanced Quality of Service (QoS)
Compatible with industry leading softswitches and call agents
lntegral full-feahrred lP router for data suppolt and lnternet access
Stateful inspection firewall for network security
Quality of SeMce (QoS) for delay sensitive traffic like VolP

o Command

.
.
r

Line lnterface (CLl) mimics industry de faelo standard

Feature-rich ADTRAN Operating System (AOS)

lndustry-leading 1&.year North American warranty
Four T1 WAN interfaces/hro Ethernet interfaces24 FXS analog interfaces
Configurations with part numbers for chassis with some number of FXS
and some number of FXO interfaces for mixed mode analog environments

o See System Options Tab for Alternate

Technical Specifications

.

Analog to SIP or MGCP conversion for legacy support over a dynamic lP network

o

Dynamic bandwidth allocation affords more efficient utillzation
Standardized G.729a voice compression requires less bandwidth per voice call

.
.
.

Rugged metal case
AC power wittr optional battery backup

V

Smart¨ UPS

V120V

Advanced line jnteractrve power protection
for servers and network equipment

ゴ劃
The world's most popular network and server UPS
The award-winning Smart-UPS unit from APC by Schneider Electric'" is the
most popular UPS in the world for serv6rs, storage, and networks, Trusted to

protect critical data and 6quipment from power problems, the UPS supplies
clean and reliable network-grade power. ln addition to Legondary Retiabitity
and managsability, Smart-UPS units have extremely high efficiency at low,
medium, and high load levels, making them ideal for today's multicore or
virtualized servers that have varying load consumption. Available in a variety
of form faclors (tower, rack-mount, rackltow€r convertible), there is a model
for every application and budget.
lntelligent and efficient network power protection from entry level to scaleable
runtime. ldeal for servers, polnt-of-sale, routers, switches, hubs, and oth6r
network devices.

.

Reliable

.lntelligent

.

Etficient

.l\,,lanageable

airc"
by Schnelder Etectric

Smart-UPS Tower and Rack-mount 75O - 3,OOO VA
Application-opti m ized standard models,
ideal for servers, storage, point of sale,
and other network devices

I sursoonuzu
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Standard Features
High-efficiency Green Mode:
Optimum efficiency which saves
utility and cooling costs.

Communication Ports:
Serial, USB, and SmartSlotil for
accessory cards.

Emergency Power Off (EPO);

Advanced Battery Management:
Tempe ratu re- compensated
charging extends life and
advanced algorithms recommend

Provides for remote UPS shutoff in the event of a fire or other
emergency (2,2OOVA and above).

Alphanumeric LCD DisPlaY:
lntuitive interface provides detailed

and accurate information with
ability to configure locallY.
Network-grade Power:
Conditioning extended range
automatic voltage regulation
(AVR), noise filtering, and surge
protection.

I surzso ]

replacement date.

Switched Outlet Group: Reboot
hung devices, shed non-critical
loads to conserye runtime,
sequenced start-up/turn off

.

Battery Disconnect: Convenient
way to disconnect battery for
transport.

Smart-UPS Extended Run 75O - 3,OOO VA
Convertible extended run models ideal for
critical servers and voice/data switches

Additional Features
Slim 2U RacMlower Convertible Form
Display rotates easily for use in or out of
a rack.

High-frequency Design
Beduces size of (or eliminates) bulky
transformers making installation even easier.

Low Voltage Models
(2

- 3 kVA)

Conflgurable output from 100 V

-

127 Y on

low-voltage models.

Models Available with Pre-installed

I suxrsoonuzu

Network Cards

]

Models with "NC" suffix have pre-installed

AP9631 network cards with temperature
monitoring.

Smart External Battery Connector
Accepts external batteries and increases
runtime automatically to increase availability.

I st"txtsoonuzur.rc
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Switched Outlet Groups
Reboot hung devices, shed non-cdtical
loads to conserye runtime, sequenced

start-up/turn off.
Emergency Power Off (EPO)
Provides for remote UPS shutoff in the
event of a fire or other emergency.

Product Accessories

Management Cards

Service Bypass Paneis
SBP1500RM:APC Service Bypass PD∪

AP9630:∪ PS Network Management Card
AP9631:∪ PS Network Management Card wth
Environmental Monto‖ ng

SBP3000RM:APC Service Bypass PD∪
120 Vi30 AMP W/(4)NEMA 5‑20R and

AP9620:Legacy Communications SmartSlot Card
AP9625:APC Smart― ∪PS'M

,

120V15 AMPVV/(8)NEMA 5‑15R
,

AP9631

(1)L5‑30R

Two― post Rail Kit

SBP3000:APC Servce Bypass Paneト

100‑240V30A;BBM;Hard― wire

Battery Packs

SMX48RMBP2∪ :APC

nput/Output

Smart― ∪PS× ―
Senes 48 V

SBP3000RMHW:APC Service Bypass Panel―
External Battery Pack Rack/Tower

100‑240Ⅵ 30A;BBM:Hard― wire

SMX120RMBP2U:APC Smart― ∪PS×

input/Output

」20 V External

PowerChutett Business
Edition

Battery Pack Rack/Tower

SBP3000RM

V

Runtime Estimates for standard models
UPS VA
50ヽ V

100W

750
1:43

50

750

RM 2U
2104
1:00

1′

000
3103
1:40

200W
300い ノ

400W

:07

500W

05

000
RM 2U
1′

3:26

1′

500

2102

2:52

1,00

1:24
54

:07

:33

07

14

900W

08

1′

200いノ

:55

19

10

2200

:09

乙000

RM 2U

519

8:51

5:47

5:36

3106

5:36

3:22

3:05

1:46

110

2102

1:04

2102

1:28

47

1128

37

106

106

:30

140
:33

:42

:42

34

:34

:23

120

28

18

:28

24

16

24

10

1,600W
Load

乙000

8:51

1,400W

Fu‖

2200

RM 2U

3105

:26

800W
000い ノ

3:05

10

700W

1′

1′

5:01

11

600 Vl

500
RM 2U

05

106

:06

109

07

107

10

08

10

:09

:07

:05

106

03

runtimes
Extended-run models that accept external battery packs are also available. Go to www.apc.com for estimated

V

Smart-UPS Display
lntuitive, easy to use LCD interface

Standard Features
LCD Display Screen
Clear, consistent, and detailed information
in your choice of basic or advanced menus.
Power Status:

. Operating mode and efficiency
. Load VA/Watts/Amps
. lnput/Output Voltage and frequency
o

.

0
国

.

国

△

UPS and outlet group settings

Configuration:

.

Language

o Power quality setting

.

l]lf E, f.Et-.i fr'-f I,l':,Je r
t:ir'eert
Urt i rtrE
.l

Energy meter and more

Control:

〜

.-.

Battey capacity and runtime

t

.
.

Sensitivity
Voltage transfer points
Alarm, delay, and threshold settings

Test and diagnostics:
o lnitiate battery and runtime
calibration tests
Logs:
o See explanation

Esc

A

of last 10 transfers

and faults

About:

#

o UPS and replacement battery part

V

numbers
o Serial numbers
o Battery install and suggested replacement

dates
Quick Status lndicators
Online, on battery fault, and replace battery
LEDs for quick status identification.

Escape
Exits to the previous menu or screen.

Return
Used to enter or confirm settings.

Navigation arrows
Allows quick adjustment of settings.

Standard Tower models
Product feature

SMT750

SMT1000

SMT2200

SMT1500

SMT3000

V

Output
Power capacity

5OO W75O VA

7O0 W1,0OO VA

1,O0O

1,980 W2,2OO VA

2,7OO W3,OOO VA

120V

Nominal output voltage

57‑63 Hz

Output frequency
Waveform type

Output connections

Wl,sOO VA

Sine wave

(6) NEMA s-1sR

(8) NEMA 5-1sR, (2) NEMA s-2OR

(B) NEMA s-lsR

lnput
120V

Nominal input voltage

lnput voltage range for main operations
(Max adjustable range)

82

- 144V (75 -

154 V)

50/60 Hz +l- 3 Nz (auto sensing)

lnput frequenry

NEMA 5 20P

NEMA 5-15P, 6 ft. cord

lnput connection NEMA L5-3OP

Batteries and runtime
Maintenance-free sealed lead-acid battery with suspended electrolyte; leak proof

Battery type
Typical backup time at 1/2 Load (minutes)
Typical backup time atfull Load (minutes)
Replacement battery

'r5.9

206

46

61

RBC48

RBC6

136

241

23.9

55

6.7

RBC7

RBC55

Communication and management
lnterface ports

Serial (RJ45), USB, and Smartslot

Alpha-numeric LCD display with LED status indicators; alarm on battery,
distinctive low battery alarm and configurable delays

Control panel and audible alarms
Emergency power off (EPO)

Optional

Yes

Surge protection and filtering
Surge energy rating

Filtering meets

480」

459」

Full-time multi-pole noise filtering: 0.3% IEEE surge let-through, zero clamping response time,
meets ULU 1449

Physical
Maximum height (inches)

62

Maximum width (inches)

54
141

Maximum depth (inches)
Net weight (pounds)

85

17.O

170

6.7

67

77

77

173

173

QE

42

116

Conformance
Regulatory
Warranty and equipment protection policy

ULi7A,

FCC Part 15 Class A, CSA

3-year electronics, 2-years battery, and $15O,OOO lifetime EPP

V

Standard Rack-mount models
SMIフ 50RM20 1 SMT1000RM2U i SMT1500RM2U i SMT2200RM2U I SMT3000RM2U

Productfeature

Output
7OO Wl,OOO VA

5OO W/75O VA

l,OOO

ryl,50O VA

1,94O ry2,2OO VA

2.7OO WF,OOO VA

120V

Nominaloutput voltage

57‑63 Hz

Outputfrequency

S ne wave

outpr.rtconnections

srsR

(6) NEMA

(6) NErqA s

(2) NEMA 5,20R

15R,

lnput
120V

Nominalinput voltage

a2

lnput voltage rang€ for main operations
(Max adjustable range)

A4 v (75

154 V)

50/60 Hz +/- 3 Hz (auto sensng)

NEMA 5,5P

lnput connection NEMA(8 ft. cord)

NEMA 5‐

20P

NEMA L5‑30P

Batteries and runtime
8attery type

Maintenance-free sealed lead acid battery with suspended electroyte; leak proof

Typicalbackup time at'1/2 Load (minutes)
Typicalbackup time

it

160

￨

31.3

￨

fullLoad (minutes)

Replacement battery

APCRBC123

APCR8C132

25.4

101

72

5.2

APCRBC133

'11.f

RBC43

Communication and management
lnterface ports

Serial (RJ45), USB, and Smartslot

Alpha-numeric LCD display with LED status indicators; alarm on battery,
drslnctve low-battery alarm and configurable delays

Control pan6l and audiblealarms
Emergency power off (EPO)

Optonal

Yes

Surge protection and filtering

480J

459」

Surge energy rating

￨

Filteringmeets

Full-time multipole norse filteangr 0.3% IEEE surge let-through, zero clamping response ttme,
meets UL 1449

Physical
Maximum height(inches)
￨

170

Maximumwidth (inches)

170

Maximum depth (inches)

160

180

Net weight (pou nds)

38.O

62.A

35
114

190

260

26.O

63.0

96.O

960

Conformance
Regulatory
.werranty and equipment protectaon policy

UL 1778, FCC Part 15 Class A, CSA

3-year electroncs, 2-years battery, and $15O,OOO lfetime Epp

190

Extended Run Rack/Tower Convertible models
Product feature

sMx7so

I

suxrooo

SMX1500RM2U

600 w, 75o vA

I

eoo w, 1,ooo vA

1,200 w, 1,500 vA

SMX2000RMLV2U

SMX2200RMLV2U

SMX3000RMLV2U

Output
Powercapacity

1,8OO

W

2,OOO VA

120V

Nominal output voltage

57‑63 Hz

Waveform type

Sine wave

(8) 5-15R, (750 has

(NEMA)

1

w,2,200vA

2.700 w,3.ooo vA

lOOrt1Ol12Ol'127 V

Output frequency

Output connections

1,980

group, lOOO has 2,15OO has 3)

(3) 5-1sR
(3) s-2oR

(3) s-1sR
(3) s-1sR

()

(3) s-1sR
(3) s-2oR

(2) s-2oR

(1) Ls-3OR

L5-2OR

lnput
100‑127V

120V

Nominal input voltage

lnput voltage rangefor
main operations

82

-

143 V (75

-

70‑153V

1s3 V)

(Max adjustable range)

50/60

lnputfrequency
lnput connection

Hz +/- 3 Hz (auto sensing)

N[MA L5‑30P

NEMA 5‑20P

NEMA 5‑15P8ft cord

Batteries and runtime
Maintenance-free sealed lead-acid battery with suspended electrolyte; leak proof

Battery type
Typical backup time at half
load (minutes)
Typical backup time
load (minutes)

20

30

atfull

Replacement battery (UPS)

7

External Battery Pack

APCRBCl17

APCRBCl15

APCRBCl16

SMX48RMBP2U

SMX120RMBP2U

APCRBCl15

APCRBCl18

Replacement battery (xBP)

Communication and nanagement
Serial (RJ45). USB, and Smartslot

lnterface ports
Control panel and alarms

Alphanumeric LCD display with LED status indicators; alarm on battery, distinctive low battery alarm, and configurable delays
Yes

Emergency power off (EPO)

Surge protection
540」

Surge energy rating

Full-time multi-pole noise filtering: O.3% IEEE surge let-through, zero clamping response time, meets UL 1449

Filtering

3.s (2U)

Maximum height (inches)
Maximum width (inches)

6

Maximum depth (nches)

otr

50

Net weight (pounds)

Conformance
UL1778, FCCPa(t 15 Class A, cUL

Regulatory
Warranty and equipment
protection policy

All other trademarks arB

lhe properly o, their resp*livo owners.

3-years electronics, 2-years battery, and $150,OOO lifetime EPP

'

998-4662-GMA'L'S
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